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HORRIFYING LOSS OF LIFE
IN AN I LLINOIS EXPLOSION

Entombed Victims Slowly Roasted to Death
By Fire in Colliery at Cherry
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All Attempts to Save Men Imprisoned in
Burning Underground Workings Are
Bereft of Fathers
and Sons, Face Starvation,

Unsuccessful-Famili- es

4

-'

Cherry, )t., Nov., VS. Another outbreak of fire In the St. Paul
mine at a late hour this afternoon, stopped the work of removing the bodies of the victims from the underground workings and
the mine was quickly sealed up again, it having been opened only
that the bodies might be taken out This latest sealing up of the
mine ends all hope that any of the entombed men will be rescued
alive. Before the work of the rescuers was stopped by the sudden
outbreak of fire, many bodies had been brought to the surface.
while over one hundred had' been Jdcated. As the bodies were
brought out relatives of the victims "and spectators fought furiously
with one another to catch a glimpse of the corpses. The situation
assumed the proportions of a riot before order was restored.

FATALITY SWELLS
FOOTBALL VICTIM

LIST

Washington, ., Nov. 15. Football
claimed another victim, when yesterday Archer Christian, the 18:yearold
left halfback of the University of Virginia team, who was injured in the
game with Georgetown university Saturday, died at Georgetown university
hospital here yesterday morning. An
autopsy disclosed that death was due
to cerebral hemorrhage following concussion. The corner has sworn a jury
of prominent citizens whose duty it
will be to suggest some modification
of the rougher features' of football
and to look into the question of alleged police brutality and indifference following the accident.

Midshipman Again Near Death.
Annapolis, Md., Nov. 15. The con
Karl D. Wilson,
4 dition of Midshipman
qnarterback of the navy football
team, who has been paralyzed from
-M- f
his neck down as the result of an
.to his spina four weeks ago, is
so Batfsraetory today, but no
not
women
of
the mine. The
complained;
Cherry, IU., Nov. 15; The local!
change. for tke, .worst is maniofficers of the TJnlted Ulna "Workers bitterly, as the eUng of the shaft fest.
r
off
means
seemedcut
to
all
of
air,
t America this afternoon notified but the mine officials declared that
President Lewis of the union, that if the men were alive, they would NTEW ORDER OF THINGS v
IN BRITISH NDIA
310 lives had been lost in the horrify be better protected as it would proban
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end
the
an
still
fire
ragexplosion
disaster,
fallowing
put
ably
ing
Simla, British India, Nov. 15. The
,
which late Saturday afternoon wreck- ing in the timbers.
for a reform British administraplans
want
the
meantime
and
In
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of
the
ed the underground workings
In
tion
India, as outlined by Lord
Is
to
haunt
like
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grim spectres
mine of the St. Paul Coal company
Morley last December, and designed
the
the
families
of
and
dead
miners,
colto
fire
Immense
eet
the
and
here,
to give India an embryo constitution
liery. Out of four hundred men en thousands of orphans will soon be admitting the natives to an
Im
Important
comes
unless
without
food
help
tombed, less than one hundred manIn the legislation effecting the
part
"We
and
need
will
help
mediately.
'alive..
The
to
the
surface
reach
aged
of it," eald Mayor Connellj country, went in to. effect today. Thus
others, over three hundred of them, plenty "and
It must come promptly begins a new ana striking epoch in
and were today,
were trapped by eave-in- s
or
will
be great suffering among the history of British rule in India.
there
and
either suffocated by smoke
All religions and special interests
destitute
families
of the dead min
the
deadly gases or literally roasted alive.
may elect their representatives to the
Not until noon today was all hope ers. This town Is too small to handle
viceroys and
councils, but
of rescuing the entombed men alive the situation alone. Most of our citi In view of theprovincial
recent anarchistic outzens are miners and the majority of
12
members
o'clock
the
At
up.
given
breaks, as a safeguard, the governof an exploring party, which Included them are down in the mine dead.
ment Is empowered to declare ineligi
James Taylor, state mine Inspector;
ble those persons whose election Is
R. Y. Williams, of the United States FLOODS IN EASTERN
considered contrary to the public In
KANSAS
BLOCK
TRAFFIC
two
rescue station at Urbana and
terests. The functions of the council
miners, who escaped Saturday, were
Atchison, Kane., Nov. 15. Eastern will be considerably enlarged and it
lowered to the third level, where If
is suffering from serious may take an active part In making the
Kansas
alive, the entombed . miners were
the
result of heavy rains which budget and all other legislation.
floods,
awaiting rescue. The' members of
for the last two days.
have
prevailed
was
It
this party found that
impossible to penetrate the mine more than The Missouri Pacific railroad bridge POSTMASTER F. O. BLOOD
Vermillion creek, near Vliets,
LAYS OUT MAIL ROUTE
a few feet from the shaft as the over
has
been
carried away and traffic west
mine was still on fire. However, they
Postmaster F. O. Blood spent today
were able to see countless bodies is tied up. There was four feet, ot
water in the depot at Frankfort this on the mesa east of the
strewn ' along the main slope.
city, laying:
As a result of this investigation, morning and the streets of Vliets and out the new mail route which will
a
flooded.
Vermillion
West
are
of
mail
give the farmers a
neither the officials or the miners bethe Kansas riyer has overflowed delivery. The change in the star mail
lieve there is any. chance of the entombed men being alive. It was and the tracks of the Union pacific servk-- to Casa Grande, which will
go into effect Wednesday of the presplanned to bring the bodies of the tracks between Manhattan and
are under water, blocking all ent week, will be a boon to the farmminers to the surface this afternoon.
'
ers- living on the mesa. Postmaster
The task will be difficult as the traffic.
Blood was largely instrumental in sesearching parties must be provided
curing this- ' convenience from the
with oxygen helmets in order for ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF
AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION postoffice department.
them towarr stretchers into .the
mlnevjts, believed the men In their New York, Nov. 15. Delegates from
desperatsaflt fo theif lives, crawl- amateur athletic bodies all over the SENATORS INSPECT THE
ed to the farthest extremities in country met here today for the anLAGUNA IRRIGATION DAM
the mine. Pathetic evidence of this is nual meeting of the Amateur Athletic
shown, by sqatered caps, dinner buck- Union. The election of a president
Yuma, Ariz., Nov. 15. The senate
ets and lanterns along the - - shafts, to succeed James E. Sullivan, who It irrigation committee, consisting of
which the men dropped as the fire was understood, will decline to serve Senators Carter of Montana, Jones of
another term, promised to be interest- Washington, and Warren, of Wyomdrove, them further in.
Late last night the air shaft, the ing ..and there were indications that ing; spent .Sunday , in Yuma.
The
only opening besides the hoisting the relations between the Amateur visitors were met, here by Governor
aide Sloan of Arizona, and1, inspected the
shaft, was hermetically sealed.'' All Athletic Union and the 'athleti
'
night a crowd of anxious men, women of the Y. M. C. A. work " might come government work at Laguna dam, ac.
and children surrounded the opening tinder discussion.
companied by officials of the reclamation service. They were at Phoenix
today.
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BILLIONirDOLLAR; CORPORATION
TO

CONTROL COPPER

New York, Nov. 15. No definite
information could be obtained today
of the reported organization of a billion dollar corporation to control the
output of copper. Numerous conferences of the copper interests have

SPECIAL

ji;
OUTPUT

been held in the office of J. Pierpont
Morgan & company, but no one win
talk of the reported combination.
Fairly general credence is given the
statement that J. P. Morgan will have
the financing of the stupendous deal
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C. Globs,

'J
FEVER

the; special ,agent,

con-

nected with 'the; generalland ffice;
who was taken suddenly ill upon his
arrival in the city last Friday, is now
confined to Las Vegas hospital, suffering from a well developed case of
typhoid fever. While his condition Is
serious, hopes are held out by the
attending physician for his ultimate
recovery.
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START WORK JOSEPH F, SHIPP LET MOB HANG WILL TAKE ALONG WITH
"
TWO CRACK LARIAT
SETTLEPENDING
NEGRO WHO HAD BEEN
.REFUSED,
REPRIEVED.
MENT OF CONTROVERSY.'
THROWERS.

AUTHORITY

TO

For some time the public has been
rather in the dark as to the exact
status of the Sanguijuela reservoir
project. Nothing of any moment has
come to light until this morning. The
for
ODtic has been on the lookout
news In this connection and now gives
the following facts to its readers:
member of the
F. H. Pierce,
board of trustees of theLas Vegas
grant, returned from Denver Saturday
night and was interviewed by an
this morning.
Optic representative
When asked if he had learned anything during his absence that would
be of interest to the community, Mr.
Pierce replied that h6 had talked with
D. A. Camfield, the president of the
Camfield Development company, con
cerning the Sanguijuela project..
The reporter then ake! If there
was any prospect
being be
gun on the project ih the immediate
future. Mr. Pierce replied: "That is
the very question I asked Mr. Cam-fielHe authorized me to state to
the grant board that he is ready and
anxious to begin work on the diversion dam in the Gallinas and upon
the inlet canal to the reservoir Bite
just as soon as the territorial engineer issues the permit for the water. He says that he wants to build
these works during the winter season and while the water is low. He
stated further that the only thing
that prevented him from beginning
work at once is the conflict in the
filings on the waters of the Gallinas,
coupled with the fact that the territorial engineer will not issue him a
permit until that conflict Is decided.
The hearing before the territorial en
gineer is set for January 4, but, Mr.
Camfield says he Is ready to begin
work now."
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Singapore, Nov. 15.
buffalo steamer La Seyne of the MeBsagerVj)
and cattle in Arizona for the govern- Maritmes service, running betv
ment, announces he will start for Java and Singapore, and on her w
Africa in March, 1910, "to rope and
yesterdaj
tie with my own hands, specimens of to this oort. collided early
Onda of thd"f"
steamer
with
the
on
the
animal
wild
morning
every dangerous
British-Indi- a
line and sank witnm
continent."
"I'll do the first part of the roping two minutes.
Several European passengers, Inalone," said Colonel Jones today.
"For the rest, I'll have two of the cluding Baron and Baroness Benickl,
best ropera in the west, M. D. Love- the captain of La Seyne, five Euroless of Capitan, N. M., and James T. pean officers and 88 others, comprisOwens of Fredonia, Ariz. We will ing native passengers and members
have especially prepared lariats, part- of the crew, were drowned. The resly woven in wire, so that no tooth or cue of 61 persons, practically from the
claw can cut or break .them. As to jaws of schools of sharks, formed a
our mounts, we will have the best thrilling incident of the wreck.
The accident occurred in a thick
trained cow horses we can find."
4
Horn-adahaze
T.
.about 4 a. m. The vessels
William
Ernest
.Thompson,
DRIVE1
HOP! INDIANS
an
Of the Bronx zoo, Buffalo Bill, were steaming
at fcJL-Sff6... OF;F MISSIONARIES
Pawnee Bill, Charles E. - RusaelL the La Seyne was cut atarHln jfca'.f .
cowboy artist, and Emrjon Hough, i nere ws no ume ror. r cTf7"ZL33i,
Flagstaff, Ariz., Nov.
. m
a din- attemDt on tne nart iff La fiff,W
ing reports of trouble said to be brew the western writer, will tender
on
to
Jones
this
to
Buffalo
ner
in
city
get out the boats. The majorit
ing among the Hopi Indians of north
' '.": :: 3,
of those on board were caught In
ern Arizona, have been reaching here December 4.
their berths and carried down with
for some time past. It Is said that
the vessel.
the Indians have given so many evi ENGINEER A. LANGSTON
The force of the collision brought
HAS NARROW ESCAPE
dences of hostility to the mission
the Onda almost to a dead stop. Enaries that the latter are being forced
A party of local railroad men, in gines were at once slowed and boat"
to leave and the matter is to be
brought to the attention of the In cluding Engineers A. Lansgston, Chas. lowered. The rescue work proved
dian bureau. Rev. J. P. Epp, Mennon- Wolfe and Arthur Lowe, and Fireman thrilling, for not only were the rescuite missionary, has been forced to Jackson, returned yesterday from a ing parties impeded by the darkness
take his family and leave Oraibiand several days' hunt on Bull creek, about but schools of sharks were already
is said to have gone to the headquart- ten ; miles north of Rowe. Those In attacking those clinging to pieces of
er of the church missions in New- the party report they bagged ten wild wreckage. Sixty-onpersons from the
d
vessel were finally dragged
ton, Kans., to see what can be done. turkeys, some grouse and numerous
into the boats and, brought by th
Miss Mary Schirmer left several days quail and other small game.
However, the party was careful, it Onda to this port Many of them
her
ago for California abandoning
mission work at Oralbl because the seems, not to tell of the probable nar- had been bitten by sharks and several
atttude of the Indians made it Impos row escape from death, Engineer fatally Injured.
Langs ton, had. Langston, so the re
sible for her to remain with safety.
port goes, was making his way back ACTRESS GETS DIVORCE
to camp one night, and while walkng
ONLY TO BE REMARRIED
SPECIAL GRAND JURY
framing up a story of a big
along
INVESTIGATING SHORTAGE
bear he had seen that afternoon, to
Reno, Nev., Nov. 15. Miss Mar-gartell his companions, had his attenIlllngton, the actress, up to last
offic15.
Nov.
The
O.,
Cincinnati,
tion attracted by the snapping of a Wednesday, wife of Daniel. Frohman,
ial investigation into the alleged
New York theatrical manager, when
twig just behind him.
shortage of Charles L. Warriner, the
was fast growing dark and upon she secured a divorce
It
here, was mardeposed local treasurer of the Big looking around, Langston saw what
ried to Edward J. Bowes, the Tacoma
Four railroad, was begun, today at a he
n
believed to be two
griz- millionaire real estate operator, In
specially convened session of the zles. For a moment he
of this city, Saturday
thought
eveninsr. The
grand jury. Several officials of the cum
a nearoy tree, but on sec couple left immediately for Tacoma.
railroad company were among the ond Ding
thought knew If the animals
The wedding was a quiet one, perwitnesses. It was also announced that
up on him were bears, such formed at the cottage where Miss
skulking
Mrs.
Jeanette Stewart, mention- a move would-be
useless. He did the Illington had made her home for the
ed by Warriner as one of those to next best
ran. The way he six months
thing
required of prospective
whom he was forced to pay blackmail, 'burned
the earth" is indescriba divorcees.
up
would be summoned to appear before
ble,
say. But grief overtook him.
Miss Illington's father, I. H. Light,
the. grand Jury. Mrs. Stewart, while Whilethey
at break neck speed he of Blomnington,
running
111., gave .the bride
denying strongly that ehe ever receiv- tripped and fell. The supposed bears.
awa.
ed a cent from Warriner, has hinted which by this time had also
quick
Miss Illington announced the com-iu-at sensational disclosures in: connec- ened their
pace, were running so fast
" ' '
marriage to a' few friends, but the
tion with the case.
that they ran by him.
date was kept in the privacy of tha
In falling, Langston's gun was dis
family.
SNELL CASE OCCUPIES
charged (in the excitement he seemed
"I am "going to have a home," the
ATTENTION OF. COURT to .have forgotten he had a gun) and former actress .
announced. ,!whfirn
this attracted the attention of those, my husband
will care for' me aa4.
The case of the United States "vs. at camp, who were further startled by there
will be domestic happ'iness. ' i
George ' Snell of Clayton, Union hearing Langston'jB lusty cries for
the
attention
of
the
to
county, occupied
his assistance, it
help. Hurrying
"f' r
:
;!;
United States district court today. is said they found him up a tree, THURSDAY, NOV. 25,
IS
THANKSGIVING
DAY',
Snell 13 charged with perjury and sub-- , .While scampering up the mountainside
ornatlon of perjury; having been wereitwo large wolves of the lobo
Washintgon, Nov. 15. Thursday
Indicted by the United States grand variety. It was these two wolves, ftot November
25, was today officially pro- Jury, . Because of his prominence, he bears, which, had given the usually claimed by
President Taft as Thanks- chief
being
deputy sheriff of Union nervy engineer such an awful fright! giving aay.
county, considerable Interest attaches
to his case.
'

Col. "Buffalo"

New York, Nov. 15.
JoneS, who is

Washington Nov. 15. Ninety days
imprisonment was imposed today upon Former Sheriff Joseph F. Shlpp.
of Chattanooga, Tenn., by the eu
preme court of the United States for
eontempt of court in failing to pre
vent the lynching of a negro, Ed John
son. convicted of criminal assault,
but whose execution had been stay
ed by the U. S. supreme court
Luther Williams and Nick Nolan
residents of Chattanooga, were each
sentenced to ninety days, and Henry
Padgett , and William Mayes to sixty
days, for participation In the lynch
ing. Jeremiah Gibson, the
Jailer, was also sentenced to sixty
days In jail.
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What at first caused a real, live
burglar scare, but- later developed to
be only the antics of a drunken man,
caused no end of excitement shortly
after midnight Saturday On Seventh
street, between Washington and Co
lumbia avenues. One Elugio Apodaca
was the supposed burglar, while sev
eral well known residents on this
street appeared In the
roles of burglar catchers.
The excitement followed an! at
tempt made by Apodaca to kick in the
front door of a residence in the neigh
borhood referred to, where a domestic
whom he had taken to a dance, lives.
The girl, it seems, went to the dance
with Apodaca, but later in the even
ing, "passed him up" for another fel
'
low, who "saw" her home. ' .
This Indifference on the girl's part
caused Apodaca to "tighten up" and
go on a "tear" to appease his chagrin
and consequent anger. The above results landed the said Apodaca in jail.
Officer E. C. Ward resporidlng to a
telephone call for the police. ,.
' ,In police court this morning Apodaca paid a fine of $10 and costs,
amounting to' $13.50 in all, for being
drunk and "disturbing the peace. He
was released.
....
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in ' charge. Those ' named in connection with the combination are the
Amalgamated, Guggenheim, Pheijw,
Dod;e and Colonel . Ryan properties,
in he United States. The Haggin interests In Peru and the Rio Tinto
PLAINSMAN
KNOWN
OF WATER RIGHTS U. S. SUPREME COURT IMPOSES WIDELY
CONFLICT
properties In Spain, may also be inINVADE
WILDS
OF
WILL
SENTENCE FOR
PREVENTS ITS CON)
cluded.
'
AFRICA.
in
not
and
The Calumet
Hecla are
CONTEMPT.
STRUCTION.
,
the proposed combination, which is
expected to bear the same relation to
the copper Industry as does the CA1IFIELD READY TO BEGIN OTHEBS ALSO PUNISHED TO "ECLIPSE ROOSEVELT
United States steel corporation to the
"
steel Industry. The production, treatHE
WILL CATCH
CHATTANOOGA
UNLIKE
WAITING
FOR
PERMIT AGED JAILER AT
LATTER,
ment and sale .of copper approximat- ONLY
FEROCIOUS BEASTS WITH
ing eight hundred million pounds, is
AMONG THOSE FOUND
FROM TERRITORIAL
involved In the plana.
HIS HANDS.
GUILTY.
ENGINEER.
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SANTA FE TRAINiNO. 9
"AXlS'ttfRECKEO.-Jj

KANSAS

Newton, Kan., Nov. 15. Santa Fe
passenger train No. 9, known as the
Colorado flyer, was partly derailed at
miles west of here,
Plevna, fifty-fiv- e
yesterday. Engineer George H. Arnold was painfully scalded, but no
passengers were hurt. Five of the
seven coaches left the track and the
engine rolled down an embankment.
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GOVERNOR
MUST GO TO TRIAL p

15. Federal
Chlckasha, Okla.-Nav- .
fudge Marshall of Utah, today overruled the demurrer filed by Governor
Haskell and' five other prominent
to indictments charging
them with fraudulently securing from
the government title to a large num
ber of town lota in Muskogee. The
defendants were ordered to appear
for trial next Saturday at Chlttoasha.
I

EMPLOYERS
!

!

UABILIiy ,LA17

n DECLARED CONSTITUTIONAL
A

I

Washington, Nov.

V

15. The Employ1906, wag declared

law was declared
unconstitutional
when
to states. The question
constitutional in territories of the arose applied
In a snlt for damages for the
United States and the District of Co- death
of an employe named Gutierrez
lumbia by the supreme court of ni m
the El Paso ft Northeastern inrUnited States today. A year ago the
oad in New Mexico.

ers' Liability law of
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LAS VEGA3 DAILY OPTIC,

THE DELINEATOR FREE
subscribing lor The
Delineator, the Fashion Authority of the World, for the year
1910, beginning with the January issue, we will give the December, '09, this year. FREE.
In every issue, 200 illustrations
of New Style Creations
by the
world's
Greatest Authorities.
Mrs. Clara E. SImcox, New
York's greatest
dressmaker,
writes an exclusive page for
The Delineator each month.
The offer of thirteen issues of
The Delineator for $1.00 is good
for a short time only.

FURS

Agents for Butterick Patterns

To anyone

ESTABLISHED

Good Furs are scarce and very

difficult to obtain. Every year
the supply is less and the demand greater. In no other line
are prices advancing so rapidly.
So the soonnr you buy your Furs
the cheaper you will buy them.
Our line of Furs is the largest
in the Territory and we guarantee every piece to be just as
represented. The Pointed Fox
is just now the most popular
ur with Mink, Lynx and Isa-ell-a
Fox
closely following.
Prices range from $3.00 up
.;;.$ioo.oo
to

10OE

OUR ANNUA
TMANICSQ
NOVEMBER 15th to NOVEMBER 50th
.

than a year, we have endeavored to improve our stocks to the highest possible point. - We have
SINCE moving into our new Store, but little more
the markets for the very best, both in style and quality and have refrained from putting a single article on sale wbich we could not perand
sonally guarantee. Our increased volume of business shows our efforts to improve stock and conveniences have been appreciated by you
liberal
the
In
lines.
market
our
best
affords
in
the
of
your
encourages us to make stronger efforts the coming year to supply you with
appreciation
ever. This will be your opporpatronage this past year we will, on Nov. 15th start our Annual Thanksgving Sale with bigger, better bargains than
'
tunity to save a neat sum on your purchases, consequently giving you more money for your Holiday expenditures. Remember the prices quoted will
not be in effect after Nov. 30th.

..'

--

Ladies9

Knit Goods

R.eiady-to-We-

MOYEN-AG-

ONE-PIEC- E

E

in an. excellent variety of styles.

.

2
10
10
12
5

One-Piec-

e

One-Piec-

e

One-Piec-

e

One-Piec-

e

One-Piec-

e

marked
marked
marked
marked
marked

Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresess,

to
to
to
to

SUITS
$17.50 Suits for
$21.50

SWEATERS
Sweaters, in White, Oxford and Cardinal,
.$2.25
markel to sell for $3.00 and $3.50, for only
Our $4.00 Sweaters, in White and Cardinal, for $3.50
. .$4.75
Our $5.50 Sweaters, in White only, for
e
Our $6.00 Sweaters, in
effects, for.... $5.00
e
effects, for I.. $5.50
Qur $t.0 Sweaters, in
$6.50
Our$7.50( Sweaters, in White only, for
Our $10.00 extra long Sweaters, White only, for. .$7.75
KNIT SKIRTS
A nice line of Knit Cotton Skirts, in solid or fancy
35c
colors, perfect fitting, for
A well Knit Cotton Skirt, in Black, Cardinal or White,
.
marked to sell for 75c only
,...65e
Knit Skirt, in Black only; worth $1.25,
An
for
Knit Skirt, in White, Tan, Navy
Extra fine
$1.15
and Black; worth $1.50. for only
All-Wo-

.....

$19.00
$23.50

$25.00
$27.60

two-ton-

two-tbn-

All-Wo-

$1-0- 0

All-Wo-

$32.50
$35.00
$45.00
$50.00

Suits
Suits
Snlts
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

for
for
for
for

$13.50 Black CoatS for

....$18.75

.(.

$15.00 Black Coats

$20.00
..$22.00

$6.50

"$8.00

$7.00

......$10.50

for.

$8.00

.... .$12.00

$18.50 Black Coats for

$9.00

$1500

$10.00
$12.50
$15.00
$17.50
$20.00

$14.50
Tan Caver 'coats
$23.50 Tan Covert Coats for. $19.00
$23.00
$30.00 Colored Coats for
...
for
Colored
Coats
..$21.00
$35.00

fr.

$17.60

........ .$26.00

............$28.00
$36.00

............$40.00

Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts
Skirts

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

..$4.00
..$5.25

'......$5.50
....$6.50

.for

$7.25
$8.00
$10.00
$12.00
T.... $14.00

for

...$16.00

......

Dress Goods

$7.50 Waists for
$8.00 Waists for
$7.25

$9.00 Waists

for

THANKSGIVING LINENS

89c

MILLINERY
Lot No. 1, including all of our Ladies' Trimmed Hats,
marked to sell up to $7.50. This sale, choice. . . .$5.00
Lot No. 2, including all Ladies' Trimmed Hats, marked
$7.50
from $8.00 up to $12.00. This sale, only
A lot of Ladies' and Misses' Street Hats, In a Variety
of styles; worth $2.00 each. Special
$13
A lot of Children's Street Hats, all desirable colors;
69c
worth from 75c to $1.25. Croice
UNDERWEAR

well made, perfect fitting Union
buit, in Grey or Ecru, only ... .68c

A 20x20 Union

bleached; was
dozen, only

Vests and Drawers, extra
fine, either Grey or Ecru .....98c

Vests and Drawers, perfect fitting, either Grey or Ecru. 79c
Ladies' Hose, in Black or Tan; the
regular 20c grade. Special. .. .15c
All-Wo-

Ladles' Black Hose .high spliced
.28c
heel; 35c grade: Only
Children's Black Ribbed Hose; a
regular 15c value Special.... 11c

11-- 4
Blanket, either light or dark Grey
worth $5.00 per pair. Special
.$4.25
11-- 4
11. mnnw
Whlta
Pnttnn RI(..VI., -huibu
..
94.(e per pair, an
unusual value. ruroniy

LEATHER GLOVES

CHILDREN'S CL0THIN3

COLLAR

Men's Working Gloves, well
made from good leather;
worth 90c to $1.25. Special 65c
One lot
Gloves;

Special

of

Boys'

worth

Leather
75c pair.
35c

One lot

SPECIAL

of Men's

n

Collars, variety of styles;
worth 15c, and of Celluloid
and Rubber Collars; worth
20c each, all sizes. Spe5c
cial, each '.

j195

'

MISCELLANEOUS
A paper of good Pins .
35c Ruching, all colors

....

2c

,

.......23c

Tourist Ruching, 6 yards to box.19o
5c "Handkerchiefs, 3
for...;....6C
6 yards Torchon Lace
..10c,
35c Wash Stocks
29c
35c and 45c Belts
.....27c
Finishing Braid,
pieces . ,4c
15c Press Shields, per
pair ....10e
$1.00 Lace Veils
75c
Cluncy
Handmade Doylies, 15c,

..$2.50

Men's Outing Flannel Night Shirts, fast colors, good patterns and
well made; worth $1.25 each. Special
$1.00

in 'White

Kid Mittens, with Fur
$1.23
Red or Brown

$1.29

BLANKETS
A nice, full size Comfort, of good
material; worth
$1.75. Special
.:.$1.00
11-- 4
Grey Cotton Blankets, good weight; worth $1.75
pair. During this sale," per pair
$1.18
All-Wo-

One lot Boys' Suits, in Grey, Brown mixtures and fancy stripes,
Knickerbocker Pants, sizes 8 years to 15 years; worth $4.50 and
...$3.20
$5.00.
Special
The celebrated "WEARBETTER" combination Suits, two pair
of Pants with each Suit; worth $5.50 the world over. Special. $4.40
200. pair "WEARBETTER" Knee Pants, Knickerbocker style, all
69c
sizes; worth 85c to $1.00 per pair. Special
All of our 65c "Cadet" Waists for Boys, all sizes, and a good
,.49c
variety of colors.: Special
Suits
All of our Men's
marked to sell for $18.00 and $20.00 per
Suit, in all the new shades and best styles, well made and per,
.$14.50
fect fitting. Special

All-Wo-

15c

Linen Napkin, uncheap at $1.60 per

Bleached Damask Napkins, 24x24
inches, newest patterns; worth $4.00
$3.25
per dozen, only

Special, each

Fleece Lined Vests and Pants, in
49c
Grey or Ecru. Each

rial
'ren's

Domestics

Outing Flannel, in Light and Dark patterns, all fast colors, 10 yards limit. 10 yards
for
75c
best Percales, in light and dark patterns; worth 15c per yard, but 10 yards to a
customer
. . .,
12
10 yards best Calico, all. colors; worth 7c
yard,
but 10 yards to a costumer, each day, from 10
to 12 o'clock. 10 yards for
.49c
Amoskeag Apron Gingham, fast colors, but 10
yards to a costumer, each day, from 2 to 4
o'clock. 10. yards for
62c

One lot Boys' Suits, sizes 8 years to 15 years, Knickerbocker
Paflts, in Grey, Brown and Tan mixtures; worth $3.50 and $4.00.

"Merode" Vests and Drawers, all
wool or silk and wool. Each. .$1.49

and all desirable colors; the regular 25s grade. Suecial ...... 8s
A big line of Children's Mitten, in
variety of colors; big valaes.

in the

house.

Men's and Boys Wear

AND HOSIERY

GLOVES
Golf Gloves,

bleached Damask Napkins; worth $2.50 per dozen, only $2.19
A nice Satin Damask Linen Napkins
size 22x22; worth $3.00 per dozen,
$2.49
only

h

"A

rtiiirtren's

22x22

bleached Table
Damask; worth 90c per yard, for
69o
only
An extra fine Satin Damask Linen, 72
inches wide; worth $1.25, for ....89c
A nice grade of Union Linen, 66 inches
wide, unbleached, a very serviceable
I'.'v...
..59c
Linen, only
72
inches
Damask
Bleached
Beautiful
wide, newest patterns; worth $1.50 per
yard, for
A

h

Only

$10.00 Taffeta Silk Petticoats, only
20 per cent discount on
any Silk Petticoat

'.

NAPKINS

TABLE LINENS

All-Wo-

$1.00.

.$4.00
$8.00
.$8.00

.

h

h

h

Tafieta Silk Petticoats, only

A good

All-Wo-

h

...

$5.75

....$6.75

All-Wo-

h

.i.'...

$7.50

There 13 no waist more stylish, serviceable and popular than Black Taffeta. Our assortment is unusually large and
Taffeta and are guaranteed for 3 months
Includes all of the best styles of the season. They are made from first-clas- s
'
from date of sale.
$4.25
$4.75

PRES PE.SOIE
A nice, well made Skirt, good width, deep
ruffle, with
good dust ruffle, for
....$1.00
A good, wide Skirt, with
deep, embroiderei' flounce,
dust ruffle, for
..
$1.60
A nice variety of Skirts, marked to sell for
$2.00, $1.69
Any $2.50 Skirt, all excellent values . . . . . . .. . . . .$2.00
Choice of our entire line of $3.00 Skirts, for.
. .$2.25
A splendid Skirt, well made and nicely trimmed;
worth $3.50
$2.85
SILK PETTICOATS
$5.00 Taffeta Silk Petticoats, only

BLACK TAFFETA WAISTS
$3.00 Waists for
$6.00 Waists for

Serge and Panama Cloths,
staple colors; worth 65c. Special, per yard. 49c
Suiting, soft finish, suitable
for Suits or Dresses; worth 75c per yard.. 59c
extra quality Sicilian, all staple
59c
shades
French Batiste, excellent
59c
value
Prunella Cloth, all new shades; worth

SKIRTS
$5.00 Skirts for

$6.75

$10.00 Black Coats for

$15.25

.

for $9.50, for
$6.50
for $14.50 and $15.00, for
$8.95
for $17.50 to $20.00, for
$12.75
for $22.50 to $27.50, for ........ .$15.25
for $29.50 to $35.00, for
$19.50

COATS
.....$17.25

..
for'. 4..

materials and colors

$8.50 Black Coats for

$14.00

for
for
for
for

o

sell
sell
sell
sell
sell

Petticoats

Department
DRESSES

ar

.....

20c, 25c

w
Our Tailored Suits Will
Please You.

and..

.........35c

Linen Lunch Cloths and Scarfs,
$5.00 down to
.$1X0
$1.25 Corsets,
sale
$1.09
35c Barettes, for
23c
Tortoise Shell Hair Bands; worth

iis

50c

.......35c

eiae
and Back Combs. Spe- clal
13c
Silk Covered Buttons, all colors.
per dozen
5c
10c Pearl Buttons ,per dozen
..5c
35c Embroidered Dutch Collars 24c
Ladies "Can't Slip" Hose Supporters, with belt; '35c quality. Special

Children's Hose Supporters.
?alv---

25c
.

Spe- -

...10c

-

pound, fine, satin finish Stationary; worth 20c. Special
12
10c package Envelopes, to match..

....

5c

LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,
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STEI1EIL

Reliable CATARRH

FROM THE STOMACH

it quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

GIVES

PARIS
JOICES

SEEMINGLY
OVER THE
VERDICT.

THANKS

TO

RE-

soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
awav a Cold in the
Head quickly.
stores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 eta. , at Drug
gists or by mail. In liquid form,. 75 centis,
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

lift I

JURY

HOLIDAY TRADE

ffi

DOUBLE MURDER It cleanses,
ALL

LAWSHE STANDS

EMPLOYES

rFFR
Itl

BEST

there, ran short of cash. When arrest
ed Brabant had a revolver in his possession.
Fourteen hundred head of cattle
have been shipped from the Hager- man ranch at Elkins, Chaves county,
to Kansas City, as the result of a
15.
From all Paris deal involving $30,000.
Paris, Nov.
there arose a shout of acclaim at James Brown has been charged at
be
1 o'clock yesterday
morning, when Albuaueraue with taking the tools
Mine. Marguerite Steinheil was ac- longing to Antonio J. Gonzales, a line
quitted of the murder of her husband man of Las Vegas,- who wasa killed
live
and mother-in-laafter one of the recently by a contact with
most sensational trials in the history wire.
.
Governor Curry has sent the final
of France's modern courts.
The word "acquittal," pronounced proof of his annual report to the secat 12:50 a.m., in an almost Inaudible retary of the interior at Washington.
tone by the foreman of the jury in the The report Is brief and will be from
Crowded courtroom in the Palais de the tress, it is presumed, by DeJustice, spread like fire. As Mme. cember 1.
Willard E. Holt, formerly postSteinheil stretched out her arms in
Mich., and Milmute gratitude to the Jury that gave master at Bellevue,
ton W. DePuy i of the same place,
her life, the news traveled.
Dem-inThe shout, "Acquittal," issued from have assumed control of the
exto
make
and
promise
Graphic
the Hps of the hundreds of distin
tensive
improvements.
courtroom.
in
the
guished spectators
The Commercial Clin at Koswell
A hysterical wave "Acquittal!"
the
in
hundreds
has
the
given recognition to the value
along by
corridors of the Palais de Justice and of newspaper men as boosters by
rolled, a volume of sound, across thf electing as honorary members, Will
sea of 200,000 people who Jammed the Robinson, Percy Evans and Robert
court yard of the palals and filled tha T. McClung, Roswell newspapar men,
found
was
Flocencio Pfeiffer
surrounding streets for blocks.
district
the
From street to street, from alley to guilty of rape in
oil err tha tlrltne-- unread till the tat court at Albuquerque. The penalty Is
tered denizens of the Mont Marte dis not less than five nor more than
trict, from their crooked allays, Joined twenty years in the penitentiary. Re
the thousands In the gaily lighted is still to be tried on three other
boulevards in a cry of "Bravo, bravo, Indictments. His victim was Mrs. G.
Majoribanks.
the red widow is innocent!"
residences
and
hotels
When J. B. Myers returned to his
Cafes,
into the ranch, near Levy, from Chicago a few
emptied their thousands
streets to join the mob, wild with e- weeks ago, he brought with him two
with
fro
and
to
that
surged
pens of the finest Wyandottes and
citement,
Rhode Island Reds to be found in all
but one object to Bpread the
Paris, once almost entire- the east. Next spring ha will be
ly of the opinion that the "red widow" ready to supply a limited number of
was guilty, turned night into day to fancy eggs for hatching purposes. The
shout their approval of her acquittal chickens are beautiful in size and
The courage, brilliancy and clever color, and would win a prize in any
ness she has shown in her unequal poultry show.
fight against the French system of Emil Grand Jean, of San Marcial, is
ner, exhibiting a huge specimen in the
"justice" had won the populace to was
its conviction that she
despite
shape of an animal tooth, petrified.
.
guilty.
Eruil is confident that he possesses
seen
scene
not
of
such a
Parfa has
the petrified tooth of a mastadon. It
such excitement . since the public was picked up by Stamslardo Tafoya,
awaited the verdict in the famous on Caneada creek, and is of lime
......
Dreyfus case.
formation. Tafoya' says there were
When It became "known that the other portions with the '"tooth" that
case was In the hands of the jury had the appearance of other teeth
early in the evening, 200,000 people, and parts of the animal's head.
a true Parisian crowd, concentrated
Superintendent of Public Instruc
about the Palals de Justice. The tion J. E. Clark has sent out circu
thouwith
were
boulevards
packed
lars asking for a report within ten
sands more.
days of school attendance statistics
It is the almost universal opinion and answers to the following ques
Mme. tions: After how many half days- ab
of
the
that
acquittal
Steinheil was due directly to the in sence in succession Is a pupil dropped
quisitorial torture to which she was from the roll? What are yodr best
subjected by the court and the man devices for Improving punctuality and
ner in which she bore it.
attendance? How often do you hold
teachers' meetings and what is your
plan for those meetings?
cars loaded with the
NEW MEXICO NEWS Six baggage
products of New Mexico's irrigated
and
farms, with photo
tons of litera
minerals
and
graphs,
&
decided
have
Co.,
Gross, Kelly
left New Mexico. Saturday for
to close their store at Logan, Quay ture
the United States land and irriga
county.
tion exposition in Chicago,
which
The following postofflces have been opens November 20. This
display,
coun
Union
Holland.
discontinued:
gathered from every county and city
ty, mail now to Miera; Ozanne, So in the territory under the direction
corro county, mail, now to San An of the secretary of the bureau of Im
tonio.
,
migration, is the finest exhibit ever
Judee Ira A. Abbott at Albuquer sent out of the southwest New Mexque granted an absolute divorce ico will occupy nearly 500 square feet
to Graham Bailey from his wife Paul of space at the big irrigation show,
ine Bailey, of Brighton. N. Y., on Ue The products include every kind of
ground of desertion.
fruit and vegetable, cereal and grass,
Frederick L.. Brabant of 'Ef Paso, with huge photographs and relief
Tex., was arrested in Albuquerque on maps of the great irrigation projects,
a charge of passing worthless Delegates from various counties will
checks. Brabant went to Albuquerque aid In advertising the great resourc
to visit a young yoman and while es of the territory.
Accused Woman, btruck Dumb, Expresses Orat'Uide by Dramatic Pose
Thousands Who Believed Her
Guilty, Shifted Sympathy After
Scenes In Court.

-
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CURES
CHRONIC ULCERS
There is nothing that causes more worry and discomfort than a chronic,
festering ulcer. As it lingers, slowly eating into the tissues and surrounding
flesh, and by its tendency to grow worse in every way, it suggests the possiEfforts to heal the ulcer bv means
bility of being Cancerous in its nature.
washes, lotions, etc., always result in fail
can
no
merit
have
possible effect on the blood where the
and
morbid matters form, and are carried thorugh the circulationimpurities
the place
to keep it omn, Irritated and diseased. The impurities in the toblood
must
be removed before the healing process can begin.
S. S. S. goes to the
fountain-hea- d
of the trouble, and drives out the
poisons and
morbid impurities which keep the ulcer open. Then as this rich,
blood is carried to the diseased place the healing commences, the purified
inflammation gradually leaves, the discharge ceases, new tissue and healthy
re formed, and soon the sore is permanently cured because the sourceflesh
has
been destroyed. S. S. S. does not make a surface cure, but
by supplying
g
the blood with healthful,
properties it begins at the bottom
fcnd causes the flesh at the diseased spot to firmly and
knit
and
is
the
left
sound
together,
and well. Book on permanently
Sores and Ulcers
place
Ana any xneaicai advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLAKTA, GA.
r

LEARNING

NEW

RULES TO EXPEDITE
BUSINESS.

,

es,

germ-produci-

tissue-buildin-

mm mm

POSSIBLE

SERVICE

Already Ea&t Lac Vegas and West
Las Vejas Patrons of Uncle Sam's
Local Headquarters Have Little to
Complain About A Few of the New

Regulations
In view of the approaching holidays when much registered mail will
officials at the East
be handled,
and West Las Vegas postofflces are
anxious to get the new rules in working order and the local employes are
studying Industriously dozens of cir
culars, covering the new rules, which
have been issued during the past few
weeks by the postoffice department.
There will be no change in hand
ling the first class registered mail,
each individual piece being receipted
for by the different clerks through
whose hands It passes. The second,
third, and fourth class mall, how
ever, will be handled differently
Any number of these parcels may be
placed in a lead sealed jacket which
will contain one tag, and which will
be receipted for as one tag.
For Instance, if there are twenty
parcels of the second, third and
fourth class mail to be sent to New
York all of these can be put into
one Jacket, or sack, and lead sealed
The cords on the sack are drawn
rierhtlv
and are ' sealed with a
lead sealing device, which is num
bered. There will be a tag to show
what is in the jacket, but the clerks
instead of receipting for each indi
vidual piece of mail as heretofore,
will sign for the entire jacket, which
is not disturbed until the destina
tion Is reached. This does away
with much clerical work and allows
the clerks to do the work much
faster than formerly.
While this method is already being practiced, it will not go into ef
fect generally until November 22
and by December 1 all postofflces
will be supplied with rotary' locks
for the registered mail pouches,
which register differently every time
the lock is turned. The receiving
clerks must keep a record of these
changes.
The department has set the time
for the" temporary Christmas noli
of
day exchanges and. dispatches
registered mail, for December 15 to
27.

;

'

ment.

By reducing expenses and increas
ing receipts, which will be done by
a 25 per cent increase in charges

to the public for registering letters
and packages, it is believed that this
department will be put on a nearer,
paying basis than is the case now.
Until the first of this month the
cost for registering a package waa
eight cents. Since November 1 it
has been ten cents for every, package
the same as the special delivery
charges. In the local offices this
does not amount .to any great sum
per day, but in the course of a yar
the total will be considerable, and
when the business for the entire
country is taken into consideration
this increase will mean hundreds of
thousands of dollars added annually
to the revenue of the postoffice department. At the same time, the
probable decrease in the clerical
work will also be a step forward towards the profit line.
The manner of handling the registered mail is rather cumbersome
at the present time, necessitating the
signing by every clerk handling the
mail, a receipt for every piece
handled. This requires a lot of
time, and as a result the registered
mail does not move 'quite so fast as
the regular mall. By simplifying
the methods of handling, the depart
ment win be able to handle this particular class of mail with more dispatch which is an important item.
The postoffice department is now
giving much attention to the regis
tered mails, this being a safe method
of handling valuables and at the
same time one which is growing in
popularity with the people. In a
way it is In competition with the ex- -

JL

for backache, rheumatism, kidney- or bladder trouble,. nnr!
uiu; iiicguiaiiuaa
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute.
FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CKAEFER AND RED CROSS

-

Under this order the mail is dispatched more frequently than dur
ing the ordinary run of business.
This 4s governed largely by local
conditions and is under direct supervision of local authorities.
New methods in dispatching reg
istered mail are being put into ef
fect alK over the country and the
government authorities feel as if it
will do away with a great amount of
clerical work, and as a result will
reduce the expense of this particular branch of the postoffice depart

nri,.

DRUG COMPANY.

Everv family here ought to keep
some Diapepsin in the house, as any
one of you may have an attack of in
digestion or stomach trouble at any
time, day or night.
This harmless preparation will: digest anything you eat and overcome a
stomach five
distressed,
t
..
minutes afterwards.
If your meals don t tempt you, or
what little you do eat seems to fill
you, or lays like a lump of lead in
your stomach, or if you have heartburn, that is a sign of indigestion.
Ask your . pharmacist tor a
case of Pape's Diapepsin and take
a little just as soon as you can.
There will be no sour risings, no
belching of undigested food . mixed
with acid, no stomach gas or heart
burn, fullness or heavy feeling in the
stomach, nausea, debilitating headaches, dizziness or Intestinal griping.
This will all go, and, besides, there
will "be no sour food left over in the
stomach to poison your breath with
nauseous odors.
Pane's Diapepsin is a certain cue
stomachs, because it
for
prevents fermentation and takes hold
of your fooa ana digests it just tne
same as if , your stomach wasn't
there.
Relief in five minutes from all stom
ach misery Is at any drug store, wait
(
ing for you.
cases contain
These large
more than sufficient to cure almost
any chronic case of dyspepsia, indi
gestion or any other stomach trouble.

Virginia

IN WITH THE

READY FOR THE

Ely's Cream Balm

ACQUITTED OF

NO MORE DISTRESS

POSTOFFICE IS

Remedy

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1909.

BRAND

PRESIDENT

(Hickory Smoked)

GOVERNOR.

HOW IN

Have the finest flavor'
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS

P. TdEPABTBENT

Postmaster General Hitchcock Wanted Third Assistant to Get Out, to
Make Room for a Southern Friend,
But the Chief Executive of Nation
Said "No."

In view of the possibility of A. L.
Lawshe.. third assistant postmaster
general, being appointed to the governorship of New Mexico, succeeding
Governor George Curry, who has resigned, the appended item appearing
on November 11th, in the Wabash,
(Ind.,) Plain Dealer published in the
home city of Mr. Lawshe, will be of
more than passing interest to New
Mexico people. The item in question
follows:
'That Frank H. Hitchcock had de
manded the resignation of Abram
Lawshe of Indiana, as third assistant
postmaster general and was prevent
ed from superseding the Indiana man
In office only by the timely personal
press companies, as it carries a cer- Intervention of President Taft became
tain guarantee of safe delivery on known today. Soon after Mr. Hitch
the part of the government and cock took office he wrote to Mr. Law-sh- e
many valuable packages are hansaying that he' desired the office
dled by the registry department of he held for a prominent southern rethe postoffice, much more currency publican.
Mr. Lawshe took the letter to
being sent this way than formerly.
In the past, for every registered President Taft. Th latter promptly
package sent out from this or any instructed the postmaster general to
other office a receipt card to be make no changes until he had been
w
jWt.oH
o
" J thA receiver and returned consulted. In other words, the presi
to the sending office, was made out dent declined to permit Hitchcock to
and included, nut tne experiment is remove Lawshe.
now being tried of doipg away with
"There had long been personal conthin pnrd and for the present pack flict between the two postofflce depart
ages sent to the larger cities of the ment officers. Hitchcock frequently
east will not De receipted ior.
clashed with Lawshe and the latter's
friends insist, tried to override the
Indiana man.
MOHAIR GROWERS TO
"This feeling of . mutual distrust
extended over into the new adminis
MEET IN EL PASO tration, and Hitchcock was on the
Law-sh- e
point of wreaking vengeance on
foot
his
Taft
President
when
put
Kl Paso, Texas, Nov. 15. During down.
the second annual fair and exposition
Notwithstanding Lawshe'a resigna
in El Paso, the National Mohair tion was not acoepted and President
will hold its Taft instructed him to go away for
Growers' association
second annual meeting here and the recreation, it is well understood that
American Angora Goat Breeders' as he will not return to the office. Postsociation will hold its meeting at the master General Hitchcoc has already
same time.
selected his successor. President Taft
of will endeavor to find some other of
S. O. Baker, secretary-treasure- r
the national association, who lives at fice congenial to Lawshe.
Silver City, N. ;MW, was in the city
"While nominally Hitchcock refus
yesterday, returning from San An ed by wire to accept Lawshe's resig
tonio, Texas, wher the first annual nation, he, was wtth President Taft
meeting of the association was held at the time and, it is understood,
during the San Antonio fair. He says acted under the president's personal
the growers of New Mexico and Ari directions. The understanding is that
zona, with the support of the growers as soon as President Taft can satis
in Montana and Oregon, put up a factorily place Lawshe, Postmaster
strenuous fight for the second meet- General Hitchcock will be given an
ing in El Paso and won.
assistant who is personally agreeable
In connection with the meeting of to him."
the Mohair growers, a big goat show
Is to be held and Mr. Baker says: "We
Delicious Banana Cream
will make it the biggest goat show
This recipe is highly recommended
ever held in the United States, as
by one of our correspondents; try It
here we are right among the goat
for dessert tomorrow.
people."
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth
The Angora, Goat Breeders' associa
tion has already offered $100 in pre with five teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add
miums for 'exhibits ut the meeting in one teacup sweet cream, beaten to a
El Paso, while the Mohair Growers' stiff froth, then add one 10c package
apbcIatlon will' offer a sliver cup for of Lemon JELL-- 0 dissolved In 1
the best type of goat exhibited here. teacups boiling water. Pour into mold
Mr. Baker was in conference with and when cold garnish with candled
John M. Wyatt, president of the 'El cherries. Serve with whipped cream,
Paso Fair association, while, here, and or any good pudding sauce. JELL-received assurance that the association is sold
by all grocers at 10c per pack
could depend on the El Paso Fair as
age.
soctation for additional premiums.
.The object of the National Mohair
A circular urging the attendance of
Growers' association, Mr. Baker says,
is to establish its own warehouses county school superintendents at the
for the purpose of marketing its mo- annual meeting of the New Mexico
Association at Roswell In
hair, thereby eliminating sales direct Educational hasbeen sent out by the
December,
to the mills or sales through commis
superintendent of public Instruction.
elon men.
Mr. Baker will leave Silver City soon
for New York and Boston for the pur A Methodist Minister Recommends
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
pose of securing warehouse property
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
are
now
There
association..
for the
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
nu-nmohair warehouses in Texas, holera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
with the big several years for diarrhoea. I consld
and these will
er it the best remedy I have ever tried
vuueliouse in the east.
Wliile in the east Mr. Baker will for that trouble. I bought a bottle
a few days ago from our drug
Interest mills that are producing mo of it Mr.
R. R. Brooks. I shall ever
gist,
hair goods to have an exhibit of fin be glad to speak a word in its praise
ished products at the El Paso fair, when I have the opportunity." Rev,
showing what can and is made from J. D. Knapp, Pastor M. E. church,
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by all dealers
the clip from goats.

Bacon
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If your grocer

does hot

CHARLES ILFELD

keep them
he will
order them
for yovi
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Vivlana Nuanes, mother of Proco-pl- o
Nuanes, who confessed toK crim
inal assault on Mrs. Majoribanks at
Albuquerque, has died of a broken
heart on account of her eon's dis
grace. The son was the pride of her
heart and she, had been unaware
that making the rounds of saloons
In company with Florencio Pfeiffer,
convicted of the same crime, had
dragged her boy to the depths of
degradation. She went to Albuquerque from Winslow, Ariz., to see her
boy and when she learned the truth
returned home to die. She died last
Thursday morning and Nuanes was
Informed of her death Friday,- - Just as
he left the witness stand in court
at Albuquerque.
The following postmasters
hara
been commissioned: Frank Brady at
Roy; Edgar C. Klnnison, at Pines.

Wholesalers of
General
Mer-olneiricii- e
f

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
jtfail Orders Promptly Filled.

1ELLY mad GO

GROSS,

(Inoorpopmtmd)

WHOLESALE

r3EttHAiiT

andDoaierm In

WOOL, HIDES

ana

PELTS

Homo mt
Cast
Vogm; N.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumorlm
Mm Mm, Poooot Mm Mm,
logon, H. Mm, Trinidad, OoloradOt
Imm
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DAM WAGONS, the Best Farm Wagon made
RACIX
SATTLEY CO., Vehlolas
NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
i,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs;'
i.ooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.'
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegai
famous. Office: 701
Douglas avenue.

Browne & llanzanares Co.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Seeds and Seeders
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

Plows. Agricultural mplemehts

mi mi

of qxican

mu

mm

nn
01
nam, CmmU for Inaomnla. with
which 1 hava been afflicted for over twenty Tears,
and 1 can aay that Caacareta have given Die mora
relief than any other remedy I cava ever tried, f
hall certainly recommend them to my frienda aa
kaiug all they ara represented."
Tbea. OUlarf, JClgln, in.

1

Best

For

The Bowels

jU

'

,

CAN 0V CATHARTIC

TEN

pjJGH

nothing Bui

Pabct'G Draught

j
T

Pleeaanf, Palatable, Potent, TutoQood Do GootL
Haver biekes. Weaken or Qrlpe, lOe, t&c. Mo. Keveff
mnki in bnlk. The renntne t&bleft
tamnetd CtiCL.
Guaranteed to ear or your anooey back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y, Wf

miML SALE,

Op

E3XES

on Tap
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-
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It could be SDent tn
tage than in lltleatim- the
.u.
ESTABLISHES 1879,
waters of theGallinas. Mr.Jones
should
u accommodated with
a lawsuit as
PUBLISHED BY
quickly as the Grant board can act
The excellent work of the board in
tic PubUshig
Company bringing irrigation
matters to their
rSOOBPOBATED
present stage should not be spoiled
by allowing the mere idea of Mr.
DGETT.
.EDITOR Jones alleged rights to stand in the
way. Put the matter up to Mr. Jones
In a "take it or leave it"
proposition.
If he takes it, well and good.
If he
leaves It, instruct your attorneys to
filtered at the Poetotrice at 'foist hasten the' issue. Spend what money
Lag Vegas. N. M.,, as'
8, necessary, even if It takes all you
seondlass have.
matter.
The community wants! una
needs that reservoir and must have it.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
These things are said not with any
personal animus toward Mr. Jones,
Dally.
but as a plain statement of facts, as
Per Year by Carrier.
00
er Month by Carrier .... ..,,.$7 fiK we see them, made in the interest of
tne community at large.

Weekly
year
x Months

PROSPERITY

18

..$2.00

.

loo

UP TO MR. JONES.
Tt la
i
. trk ha
witnj jiaat
a man
.6mi
who has acquired somathine mn
than a competence In the
community
during a long period of residence here
Bhould be placed In the
position of
.

attempting to block our material de
velopment. Mr. A. A. Jones appears
to occupy mat unenviable position.
It is doubtless well known to the
readers of this paper that the. build
ing of the Sanguljuela reservoir, the,
Irrigating of thousands of acres of
iana, tne whole future of Las Vegas,
In fact, is dependent almost
entirely
upon one ana only one contingency,
ngnt to tne waters of the Gal
Unas Is in dispute. And upon the out
come of that dispute rests the future
ol the town. One man has It In his
power to say, by a simple yes or no,
whether this town can begin now to
reap the well earned reward of long
yeara or patient waiting, or whether
it is to continue for several years
more without any visible means of
support except those which now main
tain it. That one man 13 Mr. A. A,
Jones. That the building of the San
guljucja reservoir can be permanently
ttroppea Dy Mr. Jones, or by any one
else, we do not believe. That It can
be delayed, perhaps for several years,
is true. In fact, It is being delayed
at the present moment by Mr. Jones,
Our news columns indicate this clear
ly and strongly.
When the reservoir agitation first
arose last spring, at the time of Mr.
Camfield's visit here, the prevailing
opinion of competent and experienced
attorneys who were consulted by the
Crant board, was that the government
filing on .the waters of the Gallinaa
was a valid filing for the benefit of
the Las Vegas grant,
31f,VJ&!n'.
.
A

J. .'

i

!.

w

CV.x- -

There is no mistaking the fact
Prosperity has arrived. Earmarks can
De found on every hand
that this Is so
The commercial and financial reviews
for the past few weeks have been
telling this good story in most uncer
tain terms. There was a slleht falline
off in the winter retail trade
during
tne past week or ten days because
of the unusually warm weather for
mat season of the year which pre
vailed. This dlmunltion of retail
trade, however, will more than be re
couped as soon as the cold weather
arrives In earnest, and even the retail merchants have not worried a bit
over it. Cotton factories are begin
ning to run on reduced schedules, but
tnis is due to a shortage in the supply
of the raw material.
And this Is
the only blot on the standards that
old General Prosperity Is
flinging to
me oreeze.
Business conditions In every other
respect are fast reaching the point
wnere mey will break all previous
best records which have been enjoyed
in this country. With more equipment
than ever before in their history, the
cry or "car shortage" is going up
from the shippers along the railroad
lines. This Is annoying, but it will not
cause the wry faces that countless
empty and Idle freight cars would. As
the wheels of the railroad rolling
stock are working overtime so are
the wheels of Industry in every other
field of business activity. Best of all,
though, things are indicative that the
present era of prosperity is here to
stay, that it is going to have a tier- manency which has been lacking to
me prosperous periods of the past.
Every effort should be bended to
bring things about In this fashion. The
time to make the prosperity perma- -

j

1

foolish expenditure of money for the
Grant board to make a new filing. The
board had the Question thoroughly
examined and acted on the advice of
its attorneys. Sometime in July, after
it was & foregone conclusion that Mr.
Camfleld would make a contract with
the board, Mr. Jones hurried to Santa
s
Fe and filed on the waters of the
for the benefit of a project of
his own on the Preston Beck grant,
or thirty
which la some twenty-fiv- e
miles from Las Vegas. The consensus
of legal opinion appears to be that In
this action Mr. Jones took advantage
of technicalities that will surely be
decided against him, and that place
him in the light of an obstructionist
to the sola damage of this community
as a whole.
As la shown in our news columns,
Mr. Camfleld, who commands the advice of some of the best lawyers In
the country, is ready to begin work
immediately upon the issuance of a
permit by the territorial engineer, indicating that he has no fear of the
outcome of any litigation. Surely he
must know what he Is about. He
would not be willing to risk his money
for the fun of risking It. (That is not
nls business. His business is to know
exactly what he is doing. And in view
of his long experience we must give
him and his attorneys full credit for
's
knowing It. In the light of Mr.
attitude, and in the light of the
advice of his attorneys and of the
attorneys of the Grant board, we cannot but conclude that Mr. Jones Is
merely delaying the Inevitable. If he
did not live ta this community we
'the
would not feel so deeply about
ll. J
u
sua
is
noes,
he
matter. But
tunate. both for the community and
for Mr. Jones, that he sees fit to claim
1ekal riftbts which are denied by all
other lawyers who have been consult
ed. Th; Optic recommends tnat tnis
nLiAn ba brought to a head by the
with all reasonable
4i,f
uuw
nut hnai-ed. Mr. Camfleld is ready to begin
k now and every effort should be
to facilitate his efforts. The
board filing contemplates the
m of some fifty thousand
Las Vegas,
, f land around
t.
ousand of which go to Mr.
snd the balance belong' to
(
:rs. That means millions
pr,
the community. In view
of
tisre of the question and
Of t
3 futare interest of the
the I
Grant board 'should
com E;
ce in the matter and
tea t
I to begin work at
tj .
n assuring him
e, at
7 protected by
t he
'th Mr. Jonea
't comes the
." sons';, ;
board has
r opinion
'is ol rim

IS HERE.

EGAS DAILY OPTIC,

nent is now while it 4s being bulled.
The dire experiences of the past that
resulted from a business recklessness
which was well nigh criminal In many
Instances ought to be sufficient to
place the men who Indulged in them
and their successors on their guard
Consideragainst their repetition.
able of the volume of the most recent
era of prosperity was of the fictitious
sort, which burst like a bubble at the
slightest touch. I :A' prosperity "of this
sort is worse than none at all, jis
many, many persons found out to ttielr
sorrow.' - " t
- It is well within the truth to
'say
that the foundations on which the
present prosperity is being built are
of the firmest sort. Care should be
taken by every one that as the structure Is reared nothing but the best
of the materials be used. If this is
done the United ..States and its people, will be strangers to poor times
for many a day regardless of a high
tariff, a lower tariff, or any other
old bogie that the politicians may
bring to the front lor the furtherance
of their own purposes that; of getting Into office and holding it at all
odds.
BIGGEST

RAILROAD SYSTEM

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1909.

compete. It would include a line mileage of more than 30,000 miles, and
how much track
mileage' nobody
knows. It would be the biggest railroad combination on earth, and possibly the greatest which could be
made without Including competing
lines.
These are obvious possibilities ot
economy and management by which
the public, or the stockholders or both,
might gain, u and of efficiency in operation by which the jublic . would
certainly, profit Ther.0 is doubtless a
SP""
feeling, in. the pubjicthatn8
erf ul. aggregations jpt, capita and especially capital employed,,in ministering to a vital necessity, of, society,
are. inherently dangerous. Dangers to
Increase
with the pow.-e- r
society
of social units- to do mischief;
but it is not to be forgotten that the
power to benefit Is always the same
as the power to injure; that men capable of wisely directing such prodi
gious economic forces are necessarily
wise as well as strong men, and that
such men are as patriotic as others
and certain to realize that great power of whatever nature involves cor
respondingly responsibility. Finally,
It Is still to be remembered that such
a combination, powerful as it would
be, would always be in economic competition with other forces, in the aggregate much stronger, and that the
people themselves are more powerful
than all corporations created by them
combined. And while, as we have said,
there is nothing improbable in the
rumor of such a consolidation, it may
be a rumor and nothing else.
(

There is nothing improbable in the
rumor that the Boston and' Maine,
New Haven and Hartford, Pennsylvania and Santa Fe systems are before long to be operated under one
controf and eventually probably to
be consolidated. There is no apparent legal Impediment exterior to the
organization themselves, as the consolidation would "be not of competing PRESIDENT TAFT'S "HOLIDAY."
but connecting lines. It would apPresident Taft's 13,000-mil- e
journey
parently be profitable to all, as assuring to each member of the system is at an end. He has swung around
large traffic for which it must now the circle, or rather the eclipse, from
Each of the chief orof the body it
link in the Chaio of
Life. A chaio is no
than its
weakest link, the body
tU
than ita
weakest organ. If there is weakness of stomach, liver or lungs, there is
weak link in the chain of life which may snap at any time. - Often this
"weakness" is caused by lack of nutrition, the result of weakness or disease
Ol tne stomach and other organs of digestion and nutrition.
Diseases and
weaknesses of the stomach and its allied organs are cured by the use of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. When the weak or diseased stomach is
cared, diseases of other organs which seem remote from the stomach but which
nave tneir origin in a diseased condition of the stomach and
Other organs of digestion and nutrition, are. cured also.
Tbm frond mats baa m atroui stomach.
""N
6
Take tba above recommended "DlacoV'
gan

stronger

cry" and yon mar bar a rroog atom'

Pickard China

artistic
Pickard China has long since proved its
who
those
by
worth and is sought everywhere
We
ornamental.
and
appreciate the beautiful line of this China at
carry a most complete
very reasonable prices.
We have also added a number desirable pieces
of Lenox Ch(na to our stock both in, decorated
and blank pieces for hand painting: i p r.

,

;
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cloth-boun-

,;

;.

Las Vegas, N. M.

Going Out of Businooo

Everything in Stock at Cost

509 Sixth Street
40 consumptives for every hospital
bed provided. Today the number has
been reduced to 30. Nearly 20,000
beds are now provided in institutions
for the treatment of consumption, an
increase of over 5,500. The number
of special tuberculosis dispensaries in
the United States has more than
doubled, the number of
associations has Increased 68
per cent., and the number of hospitals
and sanatoria 43 per cent.
In one branch of
work, particularly emphasized by the
International congress, a signal ad
vance has been made, that is, in the
provision of hospital accommodations
for advanced cases. In all parts of
the country, state and municipal authorities have been urged to provide
hospitals for dangerous case3 of tuberculosis, with the result that over 1,000
beds have been established In the
past year. At the present time there
are, however, only 6,000 beds, and
75,000 advanced cases which ought
to be in hospitals.' Fully 75,000 Others
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FALL MILLINERY

"

f

'

5

tOR 3 DAYS

9.25
7.50
5.65

........ .....

13th

385

and

15th

The best Boys' Misses' and ChildWe offer

Tuesday

--

16th

We have a big stock of Seasonable Merchandise that should1 have
been
sold before this time, but on account of the continued warm
weather

fit

e,

20c

French Ginghams,

.;..fI,uu

The $50 Sui- t- . . . . ..
" 40 Suit ..w .. ..
35 Suit ...... ..

lip
....

O

25c

Frenc Ginghams,

30-inc-

;

h

wide....

27-in- ch

tl

flfl
yards Heavey Flannelette for Kimonos,
15 value. . .
c
Outing Flannels, the best makes, ...
ipn nil
JU
good weight,
Colored Dress Linens
wide for Children's
School Dresses in stripes and plain colors, .1
nip vl
27-in-

2Qc

yd. Now

23.50

.

25 Dress

19.75

'f 2

We show new Sooth novelties, Broadcloths, Serges, Batistes,
Panama9, Albatross, Corduroys, Mohairs and Eolinnes.;
.
-

$5 Skirts for 03.15

15.00

One lot Of Skirts fall wrnrVrt in
V.m.nn
"
blue, m Serges and Cashmeres.

n.75

Special-.- ,

.

-

.

.

.

v

...... $15.00

Dress
15.00 Dress . . V?.
17.50

12.50

-

'.

,.;

,v

,,

..

-

Blue, Brown and. Gray,

STORE!

A

j

OF; QUAUTY?

A

s

15 Per Cent Off

'

!

a

,

N.M.

s"ally 75c some stores ask $1.00

bro!ter sizes- -at
all sizes of one kind
,ot are shirts worth up to
Negligee, cuffs attached or detached
fancy
or plain, new designs, some pleated,

K m'Vm1111116
,

pn

i

new

E.LASVEGAS,

mem--

-

One lot of Men's Shirts, golf style' cuffs attached 6?
Cached.
This season stock, new designs, stripes or "
1
U
fi J$at figures. Special
rtf...:,"aUDC'

;

WATS
I

'

Elcn'GShirtG

t
1

n

jj
wiMU

J,;(

' '

a

THE'-

-

Entire stock of Waists, Silk Flannel, Linens, Lawns
'.
at
Cent Off.
, 4

DroGCCG CIO

hS.fB

in.
A"

t1.1.

V
t

appri-co- t,

VJaioto

;

11.75

2

,,,,

r

J"--

Dress.....

$19.75

Any bktrt in the house worth up to $25 at

Worth $17.50

Per Cent Reduction

"

...... ....

DrocccG

one lot Or

Ono-Pic- co

'i-- -

inn

20

$20.00

Debutant Silks in figured ad plain, new
new blues, Copenhagen, pink, white,
old rose. Regular price 75. Now

15-P- er

We had intended advertising only two or three lines of Dress
Goods but on second thought desided( ito alow you to select
anvthine from the whole stock at
j i-

-

Suit
15 Suit

h

,

Drcao tstoodo

m.

"
".

............. .$27.50

Dress
30 Dress..

$35

12-J-

..CW

27.50

Ono-Pic- co

.t""

as cheap as Ginghams regular,

.

27-inc-

Rai(HM,

The $25 Suit

$38,50
30.00

..IU11

9- -

'

Tailored Quito

"itZok oi

$1 (lfl

wide

On The Entire Stock

nlain and fanov fin1ini Silt 4n Utrlif KIiia
pink, brown, london smoke, catawba, champagne,
wine, green, navy. Keg- $1.00
Har price $l!25 yard. Now

te

Here we offer a splendid opportunity for the saving of $5 to $10 on a
Suit or Dress.

lip

30-in- ch

Oent

Wo&M,o'Ourtorgarinonto

"w

12ic Bates Seersucker Dress
Ginghams
8- yards extra Heavy fleece downs for
Kimonos, regularly 17jc

Par

1

Drooo GUIlG

14-yar-

Ginghams.....

a discount of

Somo Very Tempting Specials

the stock has not moved. The articles we offer in this sale are not
old goods or
but new
stock carefully bought
and everything guaranteed to be as represented.
' '
out-of-dat-

rf

ren's Shoes on the market today.

ONLY

Saturday, Monday

Here is a list of special items that have not been offered at the prices quoted and considering that cotton
goods are advancing, makes the offer doubly
tempting.
1 1 flfl
Amoskeag Apron
fl,uV
Ginghams,' for..
15c Toile De Nord Dress7
Up

""""

vV

n.75

Ginghams, Linens and Flannelettes

d

.

Early Fall Sale of Seasonable Llerchandioe

$14.95

"

5.00

10.00

Cam-field-

1

Reduced
Hats......

7.50

12.50

Blobbs "Guzzler always has an
Slobba "In spite of which
he doesn't seem to cut much Ice."
edge on."

Our Shoe stock is complete showing all the new lasts and leathers
from three of the best shoe makers,
Ziegler's, E. P. Reeds, and '
Ditman.

Gal-llna-

"
"
"

gate them in Institutions. Every advanced case of tuberculosa Is a center from which the disease spreads,
and unless the patient is taught how
to be careful In his habits, and unless
he has the proper home
he should be in a hospital, where be
will not be a menace to others.
The National Association for the
Study and Preveu'.l id of Tuberculosis
declares that at least 70,000 more
beds In hospita's are needed for advanced cases of consumption. Until
these are provided, tuberculosis cannot be wiped out. If everybody in the
United State3 gave t t provide hospitals for the dangerous consumptives,
sufficient funds wouid bo procured to
destroy forever tho threat of tuberculosis from this country.

In The Shoe Department

Per
irZ Jetnt
Off

A large stock to select from. Suits
from $2 to $7.50. Knee pants
Young: Men's Suits $5 to $25.

$20.00
15.00

could be treated at home but It wonll
be safer for the community to segre-

SPECIALS

Boys' Clothing
Entiro Stock

Inspector

GREAT G3ILLINERY SALE

During the year that has passed
since the International Congress on
Tuberculosis met at Washington, one
Institution or organization for the
treatment or prevention of tuberculosis has been established every day,
Sunday and holidays included, according to a bulletin of the National Association for the Study and Prevention
of Tuberculosis. Fifteen new beds in
hospitals or sanatoria' have been provided also for every day of the year.
A year ago the rate of increase was
one organization or Institution every
other day, only one-haas fast as
now. Less than a year ago there were

Civbn Away. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser,
new revised Edition, is sent free on receipt of stamps to pay
expense of mailing only. Send 21 one-cestamps for the
book in paper covers, or 31 stamps for the
d
vol- - ,
time. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

A. T. & 8. P Watch
606 Doiiglas Ave.

Jeweler and Optician

TUBERCULOSIS BEING WIPED
OUT.

n
f

acb and a frontf body,

Boston out to the Pacific coast and
back to Washington by way of the
south. He made a trip of 1,000 miles
upon the Mississippi river. Some of
his traveling achievements would
have stumped Phineas Fogg.
In the middle west he bearded the
insurgents in their lairs. On the Pacific coast he explained the reclamation policy the government is pursuing. He passed through the Ballinger-Plncho- t
Imbroglio unscathed, and ran
the gaunyet!,triq Traced question in
California. He was8ubjected to undignified and unjust criticism1 cm 'the
statehood question in New Mexico,
and upheld his position manfully. He
even had the unique experience of an
American president setting foot upon
foreign soil.
At scores of banquets he wa3 the
guest of honor; rhe ate all manner of
foods; strange viands were forced
down the presidential gullet to tickle
the local pride of men who never ate
the stuff themselves. Wines and
cigars were offered to a man who does
not .drink or smoke; factional ques;
tions were Pit up for hi3 settlement
when no opinion would ever settle
them. ' He had to attend conventions,
and state and county fairs; he talked
against brass bands, and baseball
games and babies and flying ma
chines. He was photographed until
he was ashamed to look a camera in
the lens. Men fought with each other
for the privilege of a handshake; he
wrote thousands of autographs till
palsy threatened him. Feuds and bad
feeling were 'engendered over the
honor of riding in his carriage.
Now the White House and his execu
tive duties claim him. The headlines
tell us "His Fun Is Over." This is
the American Idea of a presidential
holiday! To be baited at public meet
ings; to be chased for 13,000 miles by
indigestion; to get out or his sleeping
car berth at 2 a. m. to speak to a
water tank and a baggage truck at
Perkins' siding!
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Specialprice
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had some haine stole V
otw
es" replied the
JentWiy. ;.but d0Q, teUV;eornye:You
only ones who know it "
Success Magazine

Trustworthy
methods daring thMU
Q

:v

'many years of our
'dealings have proven
the wisdom of trading with us. While
working for a busi- ness we have been
working for

tation; we

'

havegS"1

ed it and
.ittojrUfcJM
upheld. Every deal'
with us is a satisf ac-- "
tory deal we gua- -

S

r

INTERS

DRUG CO.

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
'

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

"Could, you be content with love In
a cottage?" timidly inquired the poor
young man.
"Oh, yes," answered the girl with
large ideas. "What we saved on the
size of the house we could put Into the
automobile." Kansas City Journal.

ABSORBLtTS

Ella The musicians are staring at When she says the clock's correct
She is neutral, we suspect.
us all the time.
Stella Yes, they seem to be a sort When she says the clock Is fast
You are making time at last.
of rubber band. Chicago News.
When she says the clock Is slow
Ethel Why did you break off your You are done for. Better go.
s
Post.
engagement with Maud?
Pittsburg
.
Jack I want to save money enough
vThe touring car had turned upside
to marry her. Boston Transcript
downv burying the motorist under it,
but the village official was not to be
I eee her take a studied pose,
so lightly turned from his duty.
She makes a charming poem; '
"It's no use you hiding there, sir!"
She wears a pair of pretty hose,
he said severely. "I must have your
And rather likes to enow 'em.

-

,

'

f

'
has a

-

name and address."

Judge.

Utlca Herald.

'
Percy Me physician advised me to
Crawford My wife
habit of
aw take more exercise, doncher
before
she
money
gets
spending
it know.
'
Is
Crabshaw
worse. She
Mine
will
How
Algy
you do it, deah
spends it before I get it myself.
boy?
Judge.
Percy Heahafter I shall woll me
Man always speaks his words of love own cigahwetts, doncher know. Chicago News.
In muffled undertone.
.
But when he wants to tell his hate
"I'll give you a position as clerk to
He grabs a megaphone.
start with," said the merchant, "and
Kansas, City Times. pay you what you are worth. Is that
The Homebody What's the prin- satisfactory?"
"Oh, perfectly!" replied the college
cipal industry in New York, near as
graduate; "but er do you think the
ye could Jedge, Abner?
The Traveled Man Steppln lively, firm can afford it?" Catholic Standard and Times.
I reckon. Puck.
"How did you enjoy your visit to
He A magazine writer says that
the
big city?"
dress
who
women
men most admire
"Well," answered Farmer Corntos- tn' Mac.
BfceTTea,' but ne can't all be wid- iel,"'lt was somethln' of a change to
see the sign 'beware ot pickpockets,'
ows. Chicago News. ,
in the. depot. Instead of 'look out for
'
She That's the Miss Brown whom the f locomotive' here at the grade
crossin'." Washington Star.
Sargent has Just painted.
He Really? You know, I was Just
"Times has cert'n'y changed," ob
wondering if her beautiful coloring
an octogenarian darky In Ala
served
could be natural. Life.
bama. "Befo' de wah It was only da
"I hate people who pry into per slayesI dat was Bold, but only de udder
day hears a genulmen state dat an'
sonal affairs?"
ole mastah' was sold at auction in
trou
do
whom
expect
"With
you
or census New York for a whole lot o' money,
We customs Inspectors
Times has cert'n'y changed" Har
taliers?" Washington Star.
pers Weekly,
Medium The spirit of your wife
. "Whom are you going to give those
wishes to epeak to you.
to?"
cigars
Man You're a rank fraud;; my
"To
the
Janitor, so that he will give
wife would never ask permission to
us more heat."
me.
Boston
to
Transcript
speak
"Why, I thought I heard you abus
Larry My wife went away yester ing him terribly this morning.'
"My dear woman, you don't think
day morning.
I
dare address the Janitor like that?
look
makes
what
Is
that
you
Harry
I was talking to the landlord." Lip,
so glum?
Larry No. She came back last pincott's.
night. Exchange.
Mary had a little lamb;
For it she ceased to care.
more
Nell There Isn't anything
affections were transplanted
Her
brittle than a man's promise.
To a little Teddy bear.
When Maude
; Bell That's right
married that old Mr. Gotrox he said
he would die for her. That was three. Of thisso she alsois wearied,
the case.
often
As
months ago, and he's still alive.
a
'Possum
And
saucy
Billy
Philadelphia Record.
Came to take poor Teddy's place.
The late Judge Silas Bryan, the
father of William J. Bryan, once had And now I often wonder,
When Bill's no more the rule,
several hams stolen from his smokehouse. He missed them at once, but Will she lavish her affections
On a little Bryan mule?
said nothing about It to any one. A
Llppincott's.
few days later a neighbor came to
.

,

Mm.

"Say, Judge," ha said, "I heart! yew
i..

S

f

.ft

s

A

;

in

BOX of Ivory Soap
can you think of
a Detter weaamg

a.
! U.1 "
i;

,1 True,

:

A

present;

'it

is somewhat

but

that is in its favor, rather

--

And
much
is
Soap
very
Ivory

than the reverse.

s,
more' useful than
silver and things
of that sort
,
'
wil"
gladly
Any grocer
fill your order for a box of
cut-glas-

Yr

.

;
'

-

Ivory Soap; and will deliver it where and when
'
you tell him.
.

Ivor Soap
99ioo Per

Cent. Pure

He asked so many questions that
day that he finally wore out his mother's patience.
"Robert,' she said, "if you ask me
another question I shall put you to bed
,
without your supper."
,
Robert promptly asked another and
was packed off to bed. Later his
mother repented. After all, asking
questions was the only way he could
acquire knowledge; so she tiptoed up
stairs, knelt besides Robert's bed, anil
i
1
told him she was sorry.
Now, dear," she said, "if you want
to ask one more question before you
go to sleep, ask It now and I will try
to answer It."
Robert thought for a moment then
said, "Mother, how far can a cat spit!"
'
-- Success Magazine.
"

When I first decided to allow the
people of Tupelo to use my name as
a candidate for congress I went out to
a neighboring parish to speak," said
Private John Allen to some friends at
the old Metropolitan hotel in Washington recently.
An old darkey came up to greet me
after the meeting. 'Marse Allen," he
said, Tse powerful glad to see you.
I'se known ob you sense you wuz a
Knew you pappy long befo- babby.

flV
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A GOVERNMENT

JO

Uncle Sam Is still in need of employes in various branche i of the government service, and for this pur-

'

pose the civil service coumisalon announces a number of examinations to
be held in Las Vegas sxt month to
fill existing' Vacancies:
' TO those young" mei vauxlbu$ to
work for the governmet !aJ chance is

CAPITAL PAID IM

CfCO,G3Q.CO
01 SCI

1

M. CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vlc PrMldMt.

J.

'.-Of-

I

I

R T,,VI08KINS, CMhtor.

F. B. JANUARY, Asst Cathlsr.
offered hr'the examthatiris" scheduled
for December. These J Jobs include
anything from laundry: Kn in the 1m- migration service at fngel Isiand,
Calif., at ?900 per annu to clerk and
teacher in the Philip; he service at
hi'.l ::
"MONEYFLIES"
from' 551,000 to $1,200 year, with a
$4.95 For Coal Heaters.'and up.
in s
btion
to divigood chance for proi
It's an old saying and as trite and true today as ever,
For
and
$1.45
Wood, Heaters,
up.
sion superintendent atj salaries rang- strong vaults of this Bank
v,..-$5.90 For . Wood Cook Stoves and ing from $1,600 to $3100
The positions in quation, subjects
up.
AWAY
MONEY IS SAFE HERE AND CAN'T GET
of examinations and the sal
$8.95-rF- or
Coal Cook Stoves and up. and date
aries paid follow:
J
icuiti- If left for six months, it draws interest at 4 per cent.
22.50 For
Ranges and up to
Laundryman at Angi Island, Calif.,
,
Yourac
vate the saving habit and watch the amount grow,
examination Deecmber
Subjects to
"
count is invited. A small sum will start it
ALL STOVES BOUGHT OF US, SET be examined in, physici condition and
UP FREE.
experience. Salary, $! 1)0 per annum.
migration ser- Dynamo tender in
15c For any size Stove Pipes and
vfew York, ex- Ellis
at
vice
Islani;
Elbows.
,
amlnation December
Subjects to
OFFICE WITH
5c Each For Stove Collars.
be examined in, lettei writing, prac- '
NewthmeJ
SeLiv
tlcal questions relating to the prin
5o Each For Flue Stops.
and
construction!
of
operation
cipies
OOK
15c For any size Flue Dampers.
of dynamos and expedience. Salary,
45c For Zinc Stove boards and up. $900 per annum.
Kindergarten teactir in the Indian
25e For the 35o Coal Hods.
service, to fill vacancies now- - existCome ia and look over our
1"
10c Each For Stove Shovels.
ing at Cheyenne Rivdr, S. D., and at
De
White Earth, Minn:, (examination
5c Each For Stove Lifters.
SubJeits to be examcember
BUYING
ined in, penmanshlj spelling, pedagogy, arithmetic, lani uage, geography,
nature study, drawng, psychology,
ON
use of kindergarten (materials, songs,
AT
games, stories and physiology and
Blankets and Comforts
of New and
hygiene. Salary, $600 per annum
We have large
'in hydrographic
Chart
engraver
"OaterCelebrated
$15.00 For the
Second Hand Stoves.
office, bureau of equipment, navy demoor Mattress." We carry
Decemof
date
examination
v
line of cheaper makes.
partment,
8. No educational test will be
ber
$2.65-For- the
n
Stove pipe, boards; and Stove supplies.
$3.50
Top given, but applicants will be rated on Children's Coat Sweaters . . 35o
4,'.
Mattress, full size. Only at
the character and degree of excellence
THE ROSENTHAL
of samples of engraving, which must
Pbwder
be submitted with their applications,
n
$4.95 For the $7.50
Not necessary for applicants to appear
a Loaf of Pumpernickle Bread
Mattress, full size.
at any specified place for examina Try
Phone Main 258
623 Douglas Ave.
Woman's Flannelette Gowns
tion.
Only at
to
fill
hardware,
Inspector of
6 lb. Oyster Shell for Chick
vacancy In subsistence department,
ens
of the war department, at St. Louis,
Are You Thinking of Painting
Mo., examination December 15. Sub Roller Skates, steel
jects to be examined In, spelling,
wheels
$1.25
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
arithmetic, letter writing, penmanship,
If so do not overlook the fact that we are the
Salary, $900 per i Thanksgiving: Postal Cards
fHE BIG STORE LITTLE PRICES copying, experience..
sole agents for the MOUNTIAN PLAIN
'
i
annum.
Just In.
A paint manufactured in Denver
PAINTS.
aid, to fill
Physical lanratory
wuz boon, too. He used ter
you-al- l
for this Western country.
expressly
Men's
in
technologic branch of the
Curdoroy Pants,
hold de same office you got now. I vacancy
at Pittsburg, Pa,
with cuffs
Pure.
Climatically Correct.
Absolutely
'members how he held dat same office geological survey
examination December 15. Subjects
V
Guaranteed.
'
fo" years an' years.
positively
Ladies'
Kimonos.
Flannelette
" 'What office do you mean, uncle?' to be examine Jn, Elementary, chem
.'. 9Sc
as low as
I asked, as I never knew pop held any istry, elementary mathematics, essay,
education
'.and
Salary,
"
sperience,
Waxed Butter Paper, per roll So
office.
$600 to $960 pel1 annum.t
u"Why, de office
of candidate,
. .
Electrician
and plumber, to fill Comforters at. .
Marse John; yoh pappy was candidate
in
service
vacancy
at
immigration
fo' many yeahs.' "National Monthly.
Angel Island, Calif., examination De German Favors for Thanksgivingi
A young man who was not particu- cember 15. Subjects to be examined Stamping-- done in our Art Departwas monopolizing in, letter writing, practical questions.
larly entertaining
ment.
the attention of a pretty debutante experience as plumber and electrician.
Storm Rubbers for Men and Boyi
with a lot of uninteresting conversa Salary, $1,200 per .annum.
xeacner in rnuippine service, ex
tion.
Subjects Storm Rubbers for Women and
"Now, my brother," he remarked In amination December
Children.
to
examined
be
In
Thesis,
penmanthe course of a dissertation on his
family, "13 Just the opposite of me in snip, arithmetic, geography, physio
Phone your orders for Wheat
every respect Do you know my logy, English, history and civil gov
;' Straw, Alfalfa and Hay.
ernment
of
U.
nature
and
S.;
of
study
brother?"
Phone 8.
428 Grand Ave. Over Lorenzen'e
"No," the debutante replied demure drawing, science of teaching, experi
ence,
and
fitness,
training
general
You will find our Store opposite
ly, "but I should like to." Lippin,
Salary of male appointees, $1,200 per
cott's.
& Co.'s Office,
annum, with a chance for promotion The Wells-Farg- o
to
of
dlvisfcm
position
superintendent
'That the French are the politest
people on earth," eays a New York with salaries ranging from $1,600 to NO DANGER FROM THE
er, who spends a bit of his time in $3,000. Women will not be admitted
USE OF MILK BOTTLES
Paris, "I have always been convinc to the teacher' examination unless
FREEI FREE1
FREE!
ed; and a recent Incident In a Pari' they are the wives, immediate rela
known and always
is
It
generally
sian dentist's office accorded me ad tives, or fiancees of men examined for has been understood that J. P. Gey-eMADAME MACE, CLAIRVOYANT
teacher or assistant or appointed to
ditional confirmation of that belief.
run
does
and
sani
a
has
always
or already employed in the Philippine
"I entered the dentist's ante-roobut he- wishes to Impress
In thanksgiving for many blessings
Just as a patient an exceedingly woe- service as teacher. . Each woman tary dairy,
customers that bestowed upon me during the year, 1
minds
of
his
the
upon
begone expression on his counten applicant should state definitely in there is absolutely no danger ot con- will devote
every Thursday free' to
ance was approached by an attend- her application the name, address, and
any disease by the use of peopla desiring readings. Alsa every
tracting
of
such
relationship
person. Only a his bottles.
ant
Every bottle is thorough Tuesday evening I will hold a free
" 'Whom, m'sieu,'
inquired the at small proportion of appointments can ly sterilized with steam by the use healing mental concentration circle
be
made
female
from
the
teacher
reg of a sterilizing oven, manufactured at
tendant, with the most sympathetic
El. Dorado Hotel, room 25. from
of inflections In his voice 'whom ister, and such appointees usually re- for that
30 to 9 p. m. Phone Main 423.
purpose. All milk bottles are
Meat Market
shall I have the misery of announc ceive entrance salaries of $1,000 or
placed in this air tight oven,
ing to M le Docteur?' " Lippin $900. It Is deslrel to secure as many steam turned on and they are heat-- '
An order hag been issued with re
Phone Vegas 450
ellglbles as possible who are college ed to the
cot's.
boiling point temperature gard to the star service between Algraduates, and especially graduates of for one half hour or more.
Geyer al amogordo and. Cloudcroft permitting
Long after midnight the suburban polytechnic schools and of agricul- so keeps a tested dairy herd.
If there Is anything you want, The
tho postmasters to dispatch the mail
man sat on his front step listening tural schools and also to secure ellgl
The above statement of facts are one hour in advance of schedule Optic can
get it for yon. If It's tome-thinto the dismal howls of a relentless bles who are graduates of normal correct
time provided no connections are
you don't want, The Optic can
schools. The Philippine school year
canine.
GEYER.
J. P.
broken and no complaints are mad
sell it for you. j.
Awful racket!" commented a big begins In the early part of June and
Subscribed and sworn to before me
ends
the
with
month
of
So
March.
policeman sauntering up the avenue.
this 13th day of November, A. D.,
"Terrible!" agreed the man on the far as possible all appointments as 1909.
teachers are made with a view to
steps.
FRANK B: JANUARY,
(Seal.)
"Wonder you don't make a vcom- - their arrival at Manila before the beNotary Public,
ginning of the school year, which re
plaint"
the
that
in
sail
quires
appointees
"Well, I'm Just waiting
April
Seeing a tramp hurrying away from
mrfvM
"May I ask what you are waitine or the first week m May. In this way
large house a fellow professional
the contract period of two years ex
ror?"
asked him what luck he had met with.
'I f
certainly! I am waltng to find pires with the school year. Later It ain't wort askln there," was the
outj, If that Is my dog or my
sailings are sometimes permitted, but reply. ,"I Just 'ad a .peep through the
pl'i.H .wotr ;l
neigh
.
to
200
"
1,000 lbs.
J
tiia it iis my aog wen, you few appointments are made during
40c
uvji a uug.
winder. It's a poTerty-stricke'ouse,
:
,50 to 200 lbs..
Know, we all have to put up with un the remainder of the year.
50c
mate. There was acshully two lydlea
Less than 50 lbs.
,
seemly noises sometimes; but if it's
(
75c
playing on one planner!" Philadelmy neighbor's dog hirst If I don't
I suppose you will soon be looking phia Inquirer.
shoot him!" Answers
&
forward to the coming of Santa Claus,"
Phone Main 227
said the
man. .
Word comes from Albuquerque that
FATAL ACCIDENT It
"No." answered the nainfullv nrern- meeting of the democratic terri
NEW IEXICO MINE cioutj child7'"It'8 tod early to begin to torial central committee is to M held
me on my good Tie- - on Wednesday of this week to dis;E1 Paso, Texas,, No 15. Four Mex-day- havlpr, for ten weeks, last year, and all cuss
with W. J. BiV&n, the status of
leans were killed Sat
night by a got was a suit of clothes that was the party in the territory, and what
cave-I- n
of ore In the ne of the Colo- - comJing to, me, "anyhow."
Washing financial aid it may expect" in a ter
rado Fuel and In
company at ton Star.
ritorial campaign.
rierro, N. M. The bdiles of the men
were recovered todayj The dead are:
"BHgglns says he believes in telep- - Madame Mace, clairvoyant astrolo- We are now making the finest beer in the J?0nthwct :
Rafael Marquez, Mf tin Juarez, V.
aphy.
her home
gist and psychometrist
during
Duran and Juan Fehandez.
"fYes. But when he wants to be
industry and telephone jour orders tons for either
stay in Las Vegas will be found at
kez or
sure of being understood he reaches El Dorado Hotel, room 25. Can be enSome men can't ten blame cigar- - forthe; telephone like the rest of ua."
gaged for evening entertainments.
ettes for their fallur to make good.
Washington Star.
Receives on Sunday.
PHONE MAIN 67

1

r

:

&

SU8PLU9

ofLasIegas

i

I

San M ipeLNationa IBanKf

'

Mrs. Crawford -- vn .,
1jJ..2i
luuab
jruuf W .'Hare
husband, very, dearly it you' asivefalj
Taken t The Agency
the letters he sends you while
,iK Fo
The
Above Celebrated
you'ri
v .'
in the country.
Line of
Mrs. Crabshaw T
for comparison, my dear. I'm sure to
catch him in a lie. Judge.
"Why don't von nlov hrMi-ii.in- ti
r "Because I Want tn he nnnnkr . If
you play badly you lose and peopli
wish you were out of the game, An!
u you play well you win and people
wish you were out of the game Just
the same." Washington Star.

NOVEMBER

-

"And do you mean to tell me
that
a City Elrl Won tho aaolr
dies?"
"Well, she had an unfair advantage.
one got her train In tr nrAantnn
o "wiiug 4.1,
LUWLU
tube gowns."-Kan- sas
City Journal.
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MONDAY,

TO SECUBE

CHANCE

Ranges

rantee that.

OPTIC,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Heaters

J

i

1

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Bank

Miguel

$&&&000&&&0&0
Special Prices

Way Down Prices

tC

JJ

All This
Week

14-1-

1

S

BEFORE

We Can Save You Money
a

riiiis.llosciiHial

assortment

'

'

25c

Jm G

Jcfonccn

Ct

Con

65c

BWBB

25c

777

777

.

$3.25

'

'

.... 08c

-

.

.

Las Vegas Lumbeii?

'

Automobile,! Carriage, Wagon

and algn

29-3-

BlBclzamith Shop

Fresh Fish

.

r

Just in from

California

Star

-

g

;

THE BYGEL& ICE

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES:

"
"
CRYSTAL ICE CO.

r

n

figurfe-.-They-ke-

?eirueb?r

3

'

'

McGuIre

Webb

Broiinrf Co.

i

.

.

Y
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Estray Advertisement
Ectray Advertisement.
Notice U hereby given to whom It
Is hereby given to whom It
Notice
concern
that the following da
may
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
E. B. Millett, Suwanee, N. M.
urawrora, piaza, N. M.
One bay horse, seven years
One bay horsa. 4 years oM.
old.
V
about 14
hands high, with three
Branded
white feet and a small white spot in
On left hip
forehead.
Branded
One roan stud, four years old. 12
i
On left shoulder
lianas nign.
Estray Advertisement.
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
On left hid
may concern that the following deOn right hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Said anlmd being unknown to this
Will
M.
N.
Antonio, Garcia, Elvira,
rpm
Board, unlesdclalmed by owner on or Branded
I I
On right Jaw
One dun horse.
Derore isov. , '09, said date being 10
Branded
Said animal being unknown ta tni
appearance of this ad
days after
On left hip
vertisement, laid estray will be Bold Board, unless claimed by owner cn or
Branded
this Boat for the benefit of the before Nov. 28, '09, said data being id
Y by
On right aw
owner when found,
ays aiier last appearance of th! ad
CATTL SANITARY BOARD,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
7
and white spot on shoulder
'
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, ,N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
owner
when found.- '09.
Nov.
1st
18.
last
pub.
on
Nov.,
owner
or
unless
pub.
claimed
Board,
by
CATTLE SANITARY 30ARD,
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
i
Estrafl Advertisement,
Albuquerque. N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad1st
Nov.
8,
last
pub.
Nov.
sold
be
'09.
It
la
will
whom
said
to
pub.
Notice
18,
estray
vertisement,
byeby given
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following deAdvertisement
estraiknimal
owner when found.
was taken up by
Estray
scribed
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
E. B. Millettf Suwanee, N. M
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
EXCELLENT VALUES
O
M.
N.
gray norse, stua, may concern that the following deAlbuquerque,
hands hish.
1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09. three years oi 13
scribed estray animal was taken un by
Milton M. Shook, Estancia, N. M.
Branded
; Estray Advertisement.
One strawberry roan mare.
On left shoAler
about 14 hands high, about 4 or 6
Notice is hereby given to whom It
One light di mare, five years old. years old.
may concern that the following deErtray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement.
One blue roan mare, 14 hands high,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
Nctice Is hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereDy given to whom U
4 or 5 years old.
about
W. D. Barbee, Cutter, N. M.
On left hip
that the. following demay concern that the following de may conci-rBoth branded
One gray horse, 16 years
fTI
was
animal was taken up bf
up
animal
by
taken
scribed
scribed
estray
animal
I
sore
estray
to
Said
i
On
unknown
14
has
this
left Jaw
hands high paces,,
Being
old,
Newt Kemp, Capitan, N. M.
R. T. Mansker, Clayton, N. M.
back.
Board, unless tjaimed by owner on or
Both
branded
white-facePf"
d
One three year old red
cow, 8
One red
D D before Nov. 28,f09. said date being 10 On left hip
Branded
MM years old.
steer, wattle on left Jaw, .dehorned.
11 D days after last appearance of this adOn left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
sifc estray will be sold
Branded
Said animal being nnknown to this vertisement,
Board, unless claimed by owner cn or left shoulder
Board
of
this
benefit
the
the
by
fpr
On left shoulder
or
on
owner
Board, unless claimed by
before
Nov.
28,
10
date
'09,
said,
being
Branded
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 owner when fotjbd.
after
last
of
this
ad
appearance
days
On left ribs
Branded
Sanitary board,
days after last appearance of this adABSGHBLLTS
vertisement, said estray will be sold
WANTED Position as stenographer;
-Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
Branded,
vertisement, said estray will be sold 1st
this
Board
for
the benefit of the On left
pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '99. by
experienced; can give references.
by this Board for the benefit of the
hip
owner when found.
owner vhen found.
Phone Vegas 397.
Said animal belngnknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Ear mark
Estray Advertisement.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
It
to
whim
N.
M.
is
Notice
heteby
given
WANTED Plain sewing. Mrs. Lane,
Albuquerque,
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
''I hear your watQh was stolen."
One blue cow
1st pub. Nov. 8, la3t pub. Nov. 18, '09. may concern thkt the following de- 1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09. days after last appearance of thU
909 Jackson avenue
ad
"Yes; the infernal idiot took it to
Branded
scribed estray tidmal was taken up by
vertisement said estray will be sold
the pawnshop. There it was at once
Estray Advertisement
On left, rlba
E. L. Garvin, Estancia, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
WANTED A good girl ' for general
Notice Is hereby given to whom It by this Board for the benefit of the
One black mare, 5 or 6
recognized, and the man was locked
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
cwner
found.
when
concern
W.
the
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that
G. Haydon, up." Lippincott's.
Mrs.
may
following de
Ear mark
may concern that the following de- years old.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD J
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1108 Seventh street.
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
N.
M.
L.
Albuquerque,
Ellas
Chavez, Old Albuquerque, N,
M.
On right thislJ
Lady I would like you to paint my J. M Compton, Dunlap, N.
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, "09.
Said animal being unknown to this
M.
One sorrel blaze faced
WANTED Table boarders
at 712 portrait with my hat on.
One dun pony,2 or 3 years old, mare.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
.'
One
dark
about
mare,
bay
old.
14
12
or
years
Fifth street - Phone Purple 6112.
Branded
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
Painter Good gracous, madam, you horse,
Estray Advertisement
years old.
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms. will have to go to a
On left hip
Branded
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom It days after last appearance of this adlandscape paint
On left hip
Said animal befcg unknown to this
On left Jaw
er for. that. Meggendorfer Blaetter.
may concern that the following de- vertisement, 'said estray will be sold
MEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
unless
claimed
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or
owner
Board,
scribed estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit of the
to
this
Said animal being unknown
Branded
Short time
required; graduates
Jose Gonzales y Borrego, Santa Pe, owner when found.
Mrs. Brooks Have you any faith Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Nov. 28, Djj. said date being 10
v
On left hip.
earn 112 to 130 week . Moler BarCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
N. M.
Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 days alter last appearance of this ad
i
before
In life insurance?
ber college, Los Angeles.
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to
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by this Board for the benefit of the owner when foun j.
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOA.1D,
they weren't very good ones, either. owner when found.
'
Estray Advertisement
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days after last appearance of this ad
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Judge.
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
FOR J3 ALE One hard and one soft
1st pub. Nov. 8, laat pub. Nov. 18, '09, vertisement, said estray will bt sold
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board
for
benefit
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the
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by
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coal burner, good as new. Inquire
Conceited
Bridge
Player Come 1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09.
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.
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 R. T. Mansker, Clayton, N. M.
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here and sit by me, Kittle., You can
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One red cow, mottled face.
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Estray. Advertisement.
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Albuquerque,
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One cow.
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Said animal being unknown to this
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...
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see
the
to
by
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this
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Albuquerque, N. M.
(
owner when found.
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before
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date
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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N.
M.
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i
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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N. M.
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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the
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N.
.
by
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Albuquerque,
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800
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about
weight
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unknown
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best business. Llbaral
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about
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year
owner
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old.
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Springer, N. M
about
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weight
years
BOARD,
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owner when
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iam Smith, wounds, bruises.
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
I
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Casa Gr
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ped hands. Soon routs piles. 25c at your health. .Try them. 25c at all lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.) Get
'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE

TRAFFIC FAST

Bhort Orders and Regular Dinners

THE BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

REACHING

HIGH

HANDLED

ALWAYS

WATER HARK

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
''HAPMAN JiODGB NO 8. A. F. & A.
. M.
Regular com
munication first and
third Thursdays in
each mouth. Visiting
brothers
cordially
invited. Geo.
Klnkei, W. M., Chas
H. Sporleder,' Secretary.

a

LAS VEGAS

COMMANDERY

NO.

,

DIRECTORY

meet every Monday
evening In Castle
Hall, Visiting Knights
are oonllally invited.
I. P. HAVENS,
Chancellor Command
er. ,
:

C. M. BERNHARD,

Keeper of Record and
Seal.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Meets first
UNION OF AMERICA

and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood halL W.
A. Glvens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
Secretary. Visiting
cordially invited.

members

REBEKAH LODGE, I. O. O. F.
meets second and fourth Thursday
evenings of each month at the I. O.
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
Adelene
T. F. Dalley, Secretary;
Smith, Secretary.
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND

AND

each
fourth Tuesday evenings
Visiting
month at O. R. C. ball.
Hwtt Tiara ATA cordially invited. W.
W.
D.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Condon, secretary.
t-

O. F.. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

at
4, meet every Monday evening
All
visit
street"
rhoir, hall on Sixth
ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. o.;
rvururtock. V. G. : R. O. Williams,
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

--

wrTiTa np

COLUMBUS,

COUN- -

and
r.TL. NO. 804, meets second
Piofourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall,
neer bunding: Visiting members
W. R. Tipton,
invited.
are cordially
G K-- ; E. P. Mackel, F. S.

.

BIG

'

STEEL ORDERS

PROSPERITY

DENTI8T

itarium.
That traffic during the winter will
Two crews on Wabas'j extra trains
be th highest in the history of the after completing the 1 gal limit of
American railroads te the verdict of lfi hours work Monda of last week,
the leading traffic officials. To sub abandoned their train? ;ear Alton,
stftitiate this view of the traffic con 111., and went to sleep I, the cabooses.
ditions the ofBciala cite the numerous A special train pushed the two stallorders of tremendous size which have ed trains into Alton whjre new crews
placed within the last three took charge of them.
months with the big steel mills. Much
John Gordon, traveling passenger
of this has been bought for mining agent of the Burlington, (C. & S.,)
and other development work In the made a special trip to Clayton last
west and will be transported In most week for the purpose of inspecting
cases at least one third of the dis- the
to determine
tance acress the continent. Peculiar the advisability of running regular
ly some of the Colorado railroads homeseekei excursions to Clayton, as
buy their sjeel rails In the east, has been requested by the Clayton
while some of the roads In the cen- Commercial club and the business
Mexico..
tral section of the country pface ord- interests of Clayton, j
ers to be filled by the Pueblo mills.
The Kansas state board of railroad
Most of the heavy ' machinery Xor commissioners has decided that it has
PFNITENTIARY BIDS.
is jurisdiction In the matter of the suit
Sealed proposals will be received which orders, have been placed
manufactured in the east, and will of a 25 per cent reduction in express
by the Board of Penitentiary Commis swell the tonnage of the westbound
rates and filed by thedrl attorney, John
sioners at the office of the Superln traffic.
Dawson, some time ago. The attortendant until 10 o'clock a. m., De
Add to the regular run of business neys for the express companies, in
cember 3rd, 1909, for furnishing and which Is heavy in itself, the fuel traf their
reply to Dawson's petition, had
delivering at the "New Mexico peni fic and the steel machinery orders alleged that the board had no juris
the supplies hereinafter which have been and are being plac diction In the matter of a rate reduc
tentiary,
mentioned, or so much thereof as the ed, and there will be a considerable tion.
G. F. Hawks, general superinten
board may deem sufficient. Delivery increase in the tonnage. The present
of all supplies must be as directed volume of traffic places the roads just dent of the El Paso: & Southwestern
where they were before the panic of route, has just Issued a bulletin re
by the superintendent.
1907, and now the outlook is especial
lating to hospital operation for the
Six months supply of beef, corned ly
when there 1b no indica third quarter of this year. The 'total
bright
beef, sausage, flour, sugar, coffee and tions of Shy panic to reduce traf
receipts were $8,583, total expendi
,"
sundry groceries oats, corn, bran fic.
tures $9,243.30, leaving a net deficit
and alfalfa; clothing and miscellaneReports on business during tne past of $660.30. This report is a rather
ous dry goods; leather; hardware; two weeks from roads in every section sharp contrast to the one for the
oils and greases, butter and eggs; in of the country are more promising second quarter which showed a pro
acordance with specifications and than ever before. The onljt decrease fit of $870.60.
National Industrial Traffic
The
conditions on blank proposals, which snown is in tne movement oi antnracite coal out of the Pennsylvania
in convention at Chicago last
will be furnished by the superintenLeague,
fields. Every other line of traffic has
dent upon application. Bids other show an increase over the correspond- week, adopted resolutions approving
law drafted by the commissioners
wise made will not be considered and ing time a year ago.
on uniform s'ate laws on a uniform
the board reserves the right to reject
In the west the heavy stock move- order bill of lading and Recommended
ment has commenced to ease up, but to the legislatures of the states for
any and all bids or parts thereof.
By order of the Board of Peniten- this doesn't affect the general ton adoption. The traffic league resolution
nage of traffic, as the roads avail urges that all individuals and industiary Commissioners.
themselves of the opportunity to catch trial
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
associations In its organization
work for the passage of the act in
Superintendent, up on the dead freight movement,
become more or less con the various state?.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, November which has
, .
,. ,
In many places on account of
gested
1909.
oi
Governor W. Koscoe
Stubbs,
4th,
the heavy stock shipments. Many of
President
written
has
Kansas,
Ripley
the western roads reported the heav
Superintendent of Public Instruc- iest business in their history for the of the Santa Fe, President Yoakum of
the Rock Island and General Attorney
tion J. E. Clark has announced that last two weeks.
Loomls of the Union Pacific, inviting
H. P. Copeland of Odessa, Tex., has
them to attend the national good
accepted the superlntendency of the RAILROAD NOTES
roads convention to be held In Tope- public schools at Taos. Mr. Copeland
Conductor C. A. Bruce has gone on ka December 14 and J5. These gen
has a life certificate from Oklahoma
tlemen are all expected to address
which entitles him to a life certifi- a visiting trip to Chicago.
cate in New Mexico. He is a young Conductor A. H. West is being re- the good roads convention. Further
man of family and comes highly rec- lieved by Conductor J. Council for a than this they are urged to personally
trip or two.
ommended.
appoint every station agent on the
Conductor O. W. Hereford, of the lines of their railroads m this state
second district, is detained at home as delegates to the convention.
Croup Cured and a Child's Life Saved
With a view to training more of
"It affords me great pleasure to add by illness In the family.
A new through train to California ficials to a broad knowledge of the
my testimony to that of the thousands
who have been benefited by Chamber- will be put on by the Santa Fe rail entire science of railway
manage
lain's Cough Remedy. My child, An- way on January 1, 1910. It will make ment,
enlarging the number of minor
drew, when only three years old, was the run in 72 hours, the same time officers from whom men for the hightaken with a severe attack of croup,
er exclusive positrons can be drawn
and thanks to the prompt use of Chamand generally increasing the efficiency
berlain's Cough Remedy his life was
saved and today he is a robust and
of the service, the announcement has
healthy boy," says Mrs. A. Coy., Jr.,
just been made that a new system
of San Antonio, Texas. This remedy
of administration, known as the "unit
.
use
been
in
has
for many years.
system," ls to be put Into effect on
Thousands of mothers keep it at hand,
the
Harrlman lines. The change will
and it has never been known to fall.
Involve the centralization of authorFor sale by all dealers.
ity and the ;bolitIon of special titles
and duties, airdng to give each officer
The board of rounty commissiona general ln,e st In all the branches
ers of Lincoln county has asked for
of railway management, besides the
bids pn $28,000 worth of bonds to be
issued for building a cou-- t hovse and
specific knowledge he must have of
the department in which his duties
jail at Carrizozo. ,

ri

country-thereaoou-

THIRD
O. E. MEETS FIRST AND

at
Tneaday evenings each month,
Visit-toHall..
Fraternal Brotherhood
brothers are cordially invited.
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'

PHYSICIAN
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Forced Into Exile
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Wm. Upchurch of Glenn Oak, Okla.,
C.
E.
was an exile from home. Mountain air. Vegetable Compound
John Thornhill', president;
he thought, would cure a frightful
Ward, secretory.
cough that had defied all Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
for two years. After six
iurwfKJ MEET IN FRATERNAL remedies
aurlng
I
I pound of life.
change
My
TWharhood hnl every Second and months he returned, death dogging his
doctor told me it
..
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighthaf.
was
wrlte8)
Dlscovery
good, and since
run. Visiting brothers always wei- ter taUng sl3t bottles I am as well as
taking it I feel bo
David
saves
much better that I
thousands yearly
ever." It
come to the wigwam.
can do all my work
desperate lung diseases, miai- Flint, sachem; Walte H. Davis, irom
liDie lor cougns-anit aispeis
again.' I think
chief of records and collector 0f hoarseness and sore coias,
I Lydia E. Pinkham's
throat. Cures
Com.
wampum.
Vegetable
grip, bronchitis, hemorrhages, asthma,
wund a nne remedy
croup, whooping cough. 50c and $1.00,
or all woman's
fc E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54!., trial bottle free, guaranteed by all
troubles, and I
i
i
Wedfirst
druggists.
Meets
B.
every
I. O. B.
never f arret to tell
i,,.
my friends what it has done for me."
nesday of the month in the vestry
of
Wigg "They say he got a prize
Mrs. E. Hanson, 804 East Long St,
room of Temple Montefiore, Doug$5,000 at the county fair as the ugliest Columbus, Ohio.
las avenue and 'Ninth street. VIslu man in the
Another Woman Helped.
I
county." Wagg "Ah, his
.oii mvJtBrt .
Graniteville, Vt "I was passing
is his fortune, eh?"
face
through the Change of lift and suffered
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
from nervousness and otter annovins.
J. 13. Ralsini secretary.
Good Cough Medicine for Children ' symptoms. Lydia E. Pintham's Vege.
table Compound restored nyhealthand
and Grown Folks, Too.
"We could hardly do without Cham- - strength, and proved worn mountains
berlain's Cough Remedy," says Mrs. of gold to me. For the sake of other
Flora Despain of Bloyd, Ky. "I found suffering women I am willing vou
it to be so good for the croup and should publish my letter." Mrs.
have used it for years. I can heartily c.hables Barclay, E.J.D., Granite
.
'
recommend it for coughs, colds and "15
lung-rackin- g

"i
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mTRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO
every Friday night at
102, meets
their hall in th-- Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
coro'clock. Visiting members are
presi
Fred
Phillips,
welcome.
dially
dent. Jas. Lowe, secretary.

,

"

?oT'P Tnea rshonwsgZDimS
confidence that
in Chamberlains Cough Remedy,
confidence based on many years ex- perience In the use of it No one needhesitate to use this remedy for It contains no chloroform, opium or other
narcotics and may be given to a child
as confidently as to an adult For
sale by all dealers.

FOR CONSTIPATION
A

of the fact

that for thiy years Lydia
Vegetalle Compound,
f rom ots and herb8
y,a. vnn th ntjuiHart nmwl for
female ills. In almosl every commtu

pam-,- ,
wbicn ls

nity you will find wonen who havs
been restored to healh by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Jompound.

The seem'i'gly assured election of
President Charles S. Mellen of the
New ! York, tfew Haven & Hartford
railroad as president of the Boston
& Maine railroad marks what is probably the commencement of the biggest railway combination ever known,
and which, when thoroughly effected,
will link together five of the greatest
seaports on the Atlantic coast with
the Pacific. The mileage of the combined system will be In excess of 30,- of
000 miles or more than
the total mileage of the whole country. Rumors are prevalent in the railroad world that a combination between the Pennsylvania system, which
has a trackage of 11,262 miles, and
0
the Santa Fe railroad, operating
miles Is to join the New Haven
In forming this giant transcontinental
system of 30,053 miles of railroad,
which also includes the - Boston &
Maine and the New York, Ontario &
Western. Nearly ten thousand miles
of railroad are Involved In the present practical merger of the Maine
and Itew Haven roads, which, though
still jbearlng separate names, are to
be aamlnfstered in effect as one company! under the management of the
samd man, Charles S. Mellen.
Wtrk will be commenced this week
on i(he new track 'for the "first division! of the Santa Fe, between Sylvia
and! Kinsley, Kans., which will be
laid with special ballast and specially prepared Japanese pine ties, treats
rails
ed with '.cVeosote, and

House
Duncan Opera
15th.

MEDICINE
THAT DOES NOT
COST ANYTHING LESS IT
GIVES SATISFACTORY

Monday. Nov.

COHAN & HARRIS Present

RELIEF.

Not-gra8-

'

KASTERN STAR, REGULAR
second and fourth
muiQcaUoa
"
.Thursday evenings of each month.
All visiting brothers and sisters are
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
rhoffin worthy matron: Mrs. Ida
Seelinger, secretary.
1. O.

as that of the California Limited, and
will carry the modern tourist sleeping cars. j
Conductor G. H. Rhodes is at home
sick in Albuquerque, and Conductor
J. A. Qulgley has his passenger run.
Conductor J. D. Notgrass has taken
a layoff and will take. a trip to Caliby Mrs.
fornia, accompanied

MEAN MUCH
Ramson R. Cable, former president
TO VOLUME
OF
of the Chicago, Rock Island and PaPHYSICIANS
BUSINESS.
cific railroad, died last week at his
home in Chicago. Mr. Cable was a diDR. A. J. BVJTTERFIELD,
rector of 'the Rock Island road and
INSURES
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
many affiliated lines.
"W. E. Hodges, formerly purchasing
Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone
for the Santa Fe,; and now a
agent
This Added to Regular Movement of vice president of the system, passed
Main 1.
Coal and Stock, Will Place Ship
Calls answered day or night
through the city for California Saturmeits Ahead of Banner Year of day evening. He was met and enter1907
Western Railroads Almost tained at the Castaneda hotel by Rev.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Crowded to Their Capacity.
Fr. J. Haughton, of St. Anthony's san-

Knights Templar. Regular
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4. Crockett Building.
Has
each month at Masonic
phones at office andj residence.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
John S. Clark,
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
JS,. C., Charles Tamma, Recorder.
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROT
al Arch Masons. Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
convocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Main 67.
M. R.
Temple, 7:30 d. m.
Chas. H.
Williams, H. P
ATTORNEYS
"Bpor.eder, Secretary.
,.
GEORGE X. HUNKER
SL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
of
Block Las Vegaa New
Veeder
Office:
Knight
Pythias
.
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If you suffer from constipation In
acute
or
lorm
any
whatever,
chronic, we will guarantee to sup
ply you medicine that we honestly
believe will effect permanent relief
if
taken
with
and
regularity
according to directions ' for a rear
sonable length of time. Should the
medicine fail to benefit you to your
entire satisfaction we promlsd that
it shall cost you nothing.
No other
remedy can be compared w.ith Rexall Orderlies for the
easy, pleasant and successful treat
ment of constipation. The active
medicinal ingredient of this remedy,
which is odorless, tasteless
and
colorless, ls an entirely new dis
covery. Combined with other valuable ingredients, it forms a preparation which is incomparable as a perr
fect bowel regulator, intestinal
and strengthened Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy, and are
notable for their gentle and agreeable
action. They do not cause griping
disagreeable effect or inconvenience, and may be taken at any
time, day or night.
We particularly recommend Rexall
Orderlies for. children and for deli
cate or aged persons, because they do
not contain anything injurious. Unlike other preparations, they do not
create a habit, but Instead they overcome the habits acquired through the
use of ordinary t laxatives, cathartics
and harsh physic, and remove the
causes of constipation or irregular
bowel action that are not of surgical
variety.
We want you to try Rexall
Orderlies at our risk. We know of
nothing that will do you so much
good.
They are prepared In tablet
form in two sizes: 36 tablets 25
'
cents, and 12 tablets 10 cents.
Remember you can obtain Rexall
Remedies In East Las Vegas only at
our store, the Rexall Store. E. G.
Murphey.

GEO. M. COHAN'S
PLAY
RURAL MUSICAL

MILES
FROM

B OS TON

Musical Play
Supported by the Most Expensive Cast Ever Seen in a

AND

'

50

and one's teet

Sonifs that set one s mouth
Flames,"
"My Small Town Girl," "Harrigan," "Boys Who Fight the
'Waltz with Me," "Jack and Jill" "Aint It Awful?"'

Prices 50c, $1.00, aud $1.60
ing idols and is known to have lasted for 800 years. These ties will not
be treated with creosote. One carload
will be used, consisting of about 244
The holes in the ties for the
ties.
spikes are bored by a machine and
the spikes screwed down by the machine. Only one machine is available
now arid it will take a year to complete the track. Alexander West,
of the first division of the
Santa Fe, was promoted inspector
under the new ruling and will inspect
all the work. Jacob Haas, of Dodge
City, will go to Hutchinson, and take
charge of the'work of the roadmaster
of the first division and take up the
former work of Mr. West.

House

Duncan Opera
Wednesday, Nov.

17tfc

H. H, FRAZEE,
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'
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PRESENTS

road-mast-

The
Girl
Question

Miss Edna.Pettit, a Chrintiau Scientist, refused to call in a physician
aud died.
while 111 at Albuq-ierquHer home was In Kentucky and ehe
was 23 years of age.. Miss Pettlt went
to Albuquerque from Phoenix
six
months agoT

With

John L. Kearney
ad
Dorothy Ma.ynard
As seen

develi
op ary
secretions,
tney ary up
which adhere to the membrane and decora,
pose, causing a far more serious troubls
than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
all drying inhalants, fumes, smokes nd
snuffs and use that which cleanses, soothes
and heals. Ely's Cream Balm will master
catarrh or cold in the head easily and
pleasantly. " All druggists sell the 50 cent
size. Ely Brothers, 66 Warren Street,
"
New York.
. The Balm is used without pain, does not
irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
over an irritated and angry surface, relieve
ing immediately the painful inflammation.
Ely's Cream Balm contains no oocains
mercury nor other harmful drugs. ""'

Drying preparations simply
oatarrn
tne

379 Consecutive
Per formances
' in Chicago

5

AT THE THEATER
"Fifty Miles from Boston."
"Fifty Miles from Boston," which
will be presented at the Duncan Opera
house tonight, promises to be the
banner attraction of the season and
the advance sale of seats assures a
crowded house. The company arrived
in the city' yesterday' afternoon from
Albuquerque, where it played Saturday night. According to' the Morn
ing Journal of that city, "Fifty Miles
from Boston" made a big hit. Under
the caption, "Cohan's Show Gets the
Crowd," the Journal says:
"'Fifty Miles from Boston' played
to a capacity house last night at
the Elks' theater, and the crowd was
extremely generous In its applause,
curtain call after curtain call marking the ends of many of the acts. The
play is an unusually strong one, the
movement is fast ajj the wayVthrough,
the girls are pretty and the" music
is catchy, including the favorites,
"Harrigan, That's Me," "Boys Who
Fight the Flames," "Waltz With Me"
and Mrs. Tifford's inimitable "Ain't
It Awful?" 'which was a "continuous
scream. The scenery la first class,
and, altogether, the play is a winner
and made a big hit here last night.
'
'"One of the best things we ever
had in the house,' was the emphatic

-

50 A Perfect Coharv Chorus of

invig-orato-

secured with screw spikes. This track
will extend about 53 miles and the
laying and wear of the track will be
watched with interest by all the railroads of the west. The new track Is
an experiment and especially the use
of the screw spikes which Is considered to be better in holding jthe rail
and will not work loose. This ls the
first track of Its kind on the continent and, if it proves successful, all
of the railroads will make use of it.
There will be one stretch of the
track composed of ties from the Hawaiian islands called Jap oak, which
is similar to' the English; or white
walnut." This wood was used In mak

1

comment of everybody when the cur
tain fell for the last time last night.
Every performer is more or less of a
star and it would be a half column
Job to do justice to them individu
"

-

ally.""

'

""

Another Big Attraction.
genuine novelty of "The Girl
Question," the delightful musical play
by Hough & Adams, and music by
Joseph E. Howard, which comes to
the 'Duncan Opera house Wednesday
night, is the musical typewriter number, which opens the third act. The
chorus girls representing stenographers are seated at machines, and as
they operate the keys, chimes operated by electricity and placed all over
the house chime an accompaniment to
the words of their song. The audience is always mystified at this number and invariably demand a dozen
encores.
'
There is a snap, a dash, a life to the
chorus girls and the musical numbers
which make it the fastest play ever
seen in even that home of enormous
successes the LaSalle theater, Chicago. It is a play of the same type
as "The Time, The Place, and The
Girl," written by the same authors
produced under the same manage

HITS

10 SONG

10

Wonderiul Scenic and Elec
trical Effects
.Prices, 50c, fl.CO. tmitM
on sals at Murphey's and

Stats

..,

Bcnaners.

ment and by the same stage director.
and its receipts for the first two hundred performances in Chicago exceeded by some, dollars those of "The
Time, The Place, and ' The Girl,"
which up to the advent of "The Girl
Question," set a new record, for theatrical productions and longs runs in
Chicago.
Reserved seats for this show go
uu sale at the Murphey and Schaefer
'
drug stores tomorrdw morning.

A

'

Jose Sanchez was arrested in Denver Saturday, according to the' Denver Post, for trying to pass counterfeit ten dollar bills. When the officers seized Sanchez he put two bills
in his mouth, chewed them up and
swajlowed them. We waal given a
hearing before Justice of the Peace
j. w. uavm.
Kills her Foe of 20 Years
"The "most, mfirpllfisn nfetrtV I hurt
for 20 veara " dpdarea TWrn. Jmm
Duncan, of Haynesville, Me., "was dys
pepsia, t suffered intensely after eat-n- g
or drinking and could scarcely
sleep. After many remedies had failed and several doctors gave me up, I
tried Electric Bitters, ' which cured
me coinDletelv. Now I can eat
.
thing. I am 70 years old and am over
joyed to get my health and strength
back again." For indigestion, loss ot
aDDetite. kidnev trntihln lama tiaV
female complaints, it Is unequaled. On-iy ouc ai an druggists.
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LOCAL NEWS
at

Nine o'clock curtain
Opera house, tonight
O. C.

Duncan

Lisk' Roasters

1

i

No Watching

Leach and wife from Raton,

are visiting a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Ira G. McComaa of this city.

Not of course fancy
high grade fruit like the

Jonathan, Crimes Golden, Colorado Red,
Alexander,
Pewaukia, and
f

.

shop.

Mm-

Which we sell

is

'

at

1

i

Order your
Turner.

But small and medium sized good sound Juicy i'
Red Apples which for both cooking and eating
purposes are decidely a bargain at the price
''
above named.

from T.

T.

Order Soon.

George H. Wood, airbrake, inspeo
tor with headquarters at La Junta,
Colo., accompanied by his wife, went
east this afternoon from' Albuquerque, where he had been on company
business.

Have yob pot in that order for

Mrs. E. Posson and son
passed
through thd city today from the Pa'
clflc coast en route to Topeka, where
the head of the household is chief
engineer of car construction in the
Santa Fe shops.
.,

Oixt Pride
If not it's about time to

Flour.

"

If you

do so.

doubt us ask your neighbor; she uses it and will
recommended it. The best Flour in the City made
from the choicest of Kansas hard wheat.
grocer's or at

35-ce-

Hon. Chas. A. Spless, who was in
York last week on important
legal business has left the metropo-lis- t
for Washington, where he goes
to consult with prominent officials regarding matters of moment affecting
the territory. He will likely return
home the Qast of this week.

At your

New

'

T5he

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

Beginning November 10, the Mer
chants' Cafe will serve their
meals for 25 cents. Nothing will be
changed in regard to quantity or
quality. Everything first class, and
we make a specialty of our Sunday
and Holiday dinners. , Board and room
?1 per day.

131.

Frank
spector

M. Stanley, immigration

at
to his head-

with headquarters

N. M., has returned

c.

Manager J. Scott Duncan, Jr., of
the opera house, has a surprise in
store for the patrons of the theater
this evening in the form of a handsome new curtain. The curtain was
hung yesterday and will be seen for
the first time 'at tonight's perform
ance of "Fifty; Miles from Boston."
The new curtain is flame proof and
fire resisting and was installed by
the Charles F. Thompson Scenic company of Los Angeles. It was painted
at the main stadio of this company
at Los Angeles; The large center is
taken from a photograph of a view
on the Scenic Highway just above
Trout Springs aad is so. vivid as to be
recognized instantly by anyone who
has driven overkills beautiful moun
tain road. The balance of the apace
on the curtain 1b taken up with attractive advertigements of leading
business firms oi the city and town.
Lee Haynes, l renresentins
th
Thompson Scenic) company, provided
for the installatlop of the new drop.
He came down fropi Denver yesterday
to superintendent the hanging of the
new curtain, whkh coat in the neighborhood of $750. j

..Buenos Ayres, Nov. 15. The chief
of police of Buenos Ayres, Senor Fal
con, and the police secretary, were
assassinated here l yesterday while
driving in Callao street, A man, supposed to be a Russian anarchist, but
not identified, suddenly sprang from
a secluded ' spot and threw a bomb
directly under the- carriage. The vehicle was blown to pieces and both
Senor Falcon and the' secretary terribly Injured. They' were carried to
the sidewalk and later transferred to
a hospital, but both died shortly at
terwards. Immediately on throwing
the bomb the assassin drew a revolver and shot himself. His wound, however, is not expected to prove fatal.
-

Capt Patrick Harding and Detec- tice Sergeant B. J. Mulvebill, of the
Chicago police department passed
through the city last ntgfct on the
east bound limited, en route to Chicago
from San Francisco, having in charge
Vinqent Briscoe, accused of murdering a patrolman In the Windy City
seven years ago, and who was only
recently apprehended on the coast.

YOUR SELECTION
OF A GOOD BANK
flls important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis. Bank has a successful record of safe;
conservative banking from the day of its or:

'

'
'.

'

'

ganization.

weTinvite your business

The First National Bank
OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFEBSONRAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT BAVNOLDS. Ass't Cashier
E. D. BAYN0LDS, Cashier.

Willis N. Blood, president of the
Security Loan company of Los Angeles, a cousin of Postmaster F. O.
Blood, spent yesterday in the city, a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Blood. He is
en route to New York City to close a
deal wih capitalists there for 500,000
acres of land lying on the west coast
of Mexico. Mr. Blood is only 23 years
of age, still he is one of Los Angeles'
successful business men and is already handling enterprises that run
into the millions of dollars.
Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott
passed through Las Vegas Saturday
night on his way to Washington for
a conference on important New Mex
General
ico matters with Attorney

MONEY SAVED

Deaisnipi

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Eegt $4.78
per ton Just what you want for cooking,

Oysters

Free from Slate, or Slack

D. W. CONDON
Foot Main St

Phone Main SI

don't want to

:t wo want yon to try a Jar cf

are all solid meats. Not
a drop of water has ever
been added no ice has
ever touched them. They
retain all the freshness
and flavorwof
oysters just
r.: rev.
taken from- the ocean
beds. Give them a trial,
;

s

,-

..

-

soldlet this iSalejess

FINDS DAUGHTER AFTER.
SEARCH OF MANY YEARS
Nov. 15. After a searcil
Chicago,
lasting more than twenty years, Edward Williams, of Vallejo, Calif,.
found his daughter Mrs. Albert M.
Jackson, at her home here yesterday.
Twenty-thre- e
years ago Mm Williams and her
daughter
left Williams' home and disappeared.
He searched for them several years
but failed to find any trace of them.
A year ago at a baseball game he
saw a child that reminded him oi
his daughter. He started his search
again and traced his daughter to Indianapolis and then to Chicago. The
little girl who attracted his attention
was his granddaughter.
one-year-o-

LODGING HOUSE FIRE
CLAIMS THREE

Nov.
May 105

1--

Carriage goes out Saturday, morn
Leav
orders at Murphey's or H. O..Browr
Trading Co's.

.

BEFORE BUYING YOUR

Swea.ters
see us for special prices.

15.

Jake Graaf,

May 61
42l-8- .
Pork, Jan. 21.62
May
20.50. Lard, Nov. 13.42
Jan. 12.10.
Ribs, Nov. 11.40, Jan. 10.82
1--

SIXTH STREET

y

PHONE MAIN 107

Chicago, Nov. 15.
Cattle, 30,000.
Market steady to 10 cents lower today. Texas steers, $3.75 4.80; western steers, $4.257.50; stackers and
feeders, $3.10 5.25; cows and heifers, $2.105.7Q; calves, $6.258.50;
light, $7.658.10; mixed, $7.758.20;
For Three Days Only
heavy, $7.758.25; rough, $7.75
7.90; good to choice, 7.908.25.
Nov. 15. 16.
17th.
Pigs Bulk of sales, $7.508.15;
pigs, $6.107.75.
Market strong to
Sheep 25,000
10 cents higher. Native,
$2.905.25; We will offer at a special price all
5
western, $3.105.25; yearlings,
6.40; :ambs, native, $4.757.60; west- kinds of meats and groceries. You
ern, $57i60.
will find it to your interest to

START THE DAY RIGHT

SPECIAL SALE

WITH

and

A breakfast made perfect
with some of the good,
buckwheat

......

rich,
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Pore

and
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deli- -

NED
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oucher's

:

or Sale
et

CHAS. TAMME,

Secretary Board of Education.

Sanitary

Washing
Best

Ironing
Careful Handling
-- i

of Goods
;

Prompt Service

Cxn

CHAS. H. SP0RLEDER.
.
609

Carstair's rye served at the Antlers
only.

'

Douglas Ave.

Pabst's draught beer on tap
at Opera bar.

omry

Boston Clothing House

Never before have the people
of Las Vegas and vicinity had

thef

had ONLY by
patronizing

VEGAS STEAM tAUNDSY

Real Estate Co.

E. Las Vegas, N. M.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from Var The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.
rela oa the bar.
f

be

I

US

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of cdurae.

wants a nice home.

opportunity to buy their winter;
clothes from a so large and well
selected stock consisting of
Schaffner & Marx Clothing.
son Bros, furnishings,
and Murphy

K

and

Hart
Wil-

Johnston

Sefa

Hawes, Stetson and Enoz Hats.

...

,.,.,

dark-colo-

OLD-FASHIO-

-

i

e

PAPER

ZNTYATALL
'

cakes-th-

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 15 Cattle, come and see what we have.
cious buckwheat taste
10,000, including 600 southerns. Market steady. Native steers $58.50;
the kind that are made
southern eteers, $3.405.20; native
steers, $5 5.80;
southern steers,
only with
JOHN A.
$3.405.20; southern cows, $2.604;
native cows and heifers, $2.255.75;
stockers and feeders, $3 5; bulls,
WMBHrS
$2.754; calves, $47.25; western Orders by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.
steers, $45.75; western cows, $2.75
BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR
4.50.
A Trial is to Buy Sere Always.
8,000.
Market strong to five
Hogs
cents higher.- Bulk of sales, $7.80
.
8.05; heavy, $88.10; 'packers
and urday night .They have got a good
bunch
Is
to
and
from
it
pick
expected
butchers, $7.808.10; light $7.50
'
that they Will do some good work.
7.95; pigs, $6.507.25.
,
course
The
for tha Thanksgiving
Sheep 8,000. Market steady. Muttons, 4.255.50;V lambs,. ?67.60; relay will be laid off in a day or so. It
will perhaps be somewhat different
range wethers and yearlings
"THE COFFEE MAN"
than the course--olast year, though
'
ewes,
range
$3.255.25.
the distance will be the same.
Entry blanks have been issued and
Y. M. C. A. NOTES.
an entrance fee of 10 cents will be
The intermediates did not have charged for each entry.
A shield is being made for the wintheir spring board high jump last Satteam which will be worth the
ning
on
account
of
fever
scae.
the
urday
The same will be pulled off this com- effort on the part of the athletes.
.
.';
ing Saturday.
Captain Webb of the high school
Pay Your School Poll Tax.
had his teams at work Saturday night
I am instructed by the board of edA nice
Cottage on 4th
at tha Y. M. C. A.. While the material ucation to begin with the collection
is not as good as last year,- - Webb of school poll tax for the year 1909 St. lot 62i-fefront; fine lawn,
says the other league teams have got a once, which is $1.00 for all able
to go some to beat them.
bodied men over 21 years old. My good sized barn, coal and chicken
The Normal boys will work out Sat- - office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock
shed. A bargain for anyone who
p. m. at my office, in the City Hall.

Decauso It la good
N ,

old-tim- e

kind that has that

x

)

s

3--

Harvetl

Ing, returns following Friday.

I

in stock less 25 per cent.

Wheat Dec.
Corn, Dec. 60
Dats, Dec. 49
May

7--

rv, '.'w

r7

Shirt Waists

5--

:

All Aboard for

vV'Yi-

5--

LIVES

Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 15. Three
unidentified mens are dead, five oth
ers seriously injured and twelve men
and women suffering from, bruises and
shock, as the result of a fire in a
lodging house on th8 river front, early
yesterday morning.
When the fire broke' out about
thirty persons were asleep in the
building. Fireman aroused them and
carried the women and children to
safety.
Bodies of the unidentified foreigners were not discovered until late in
the afternoon, when persons clearing
away the debris found their charred
bodies under a stairway.

A.

55

Chicago,

.vA

s

in stock less 25 per cent.

-

2

107

cent of marked price

Children's Cloahs

New York, Nov. 15. Call money, 4
5
per cent. Prime mercantile
2
paper,
per cent Mexican dollars, 43c. Amalgamated 94, Atchison
120
New York Central 132
Southern Pacific 129
Union Pacific
102
SteeM0
preferred 126
7--

251 per

;f?;i

20.

5--

J

Ladies' Tailored Suits

p

t?

Wil-lar-

quarters after spending several days
here on business connected with the
prosecution of two Celestials accused
Of being
in the United States without certificates. The Chinamen are
in the county jail and will likely be
deported at an earl date.

abso- -

Wickersham and otner omciajs ef the
HASKETTHEPOBTS.
department of justice. Judge Abbdtt's
abrupt departure in the midst of
fall term of court fololwed an urgent ; New York,f..k(Mr. 15.
Lead quiet,
telegram received from the attorney $4.37
, copper
neglected,
general asking that if possible, he normal; silver, 58
come to the capital at once for a conference with the department in reSt. Louis, Nov. 15. Wool, unchaagt
gard to territorial matters under con ea; territory and western' mediums,
sideration.
2429; fine mediums, 2326; fine, 14

ARGENTINE POLICE CHIEF
VICTIM OF AN ASSASSIN

in

Guaranteed to give

lute satisfaction or money
back.

LVDWtGWni. ItFELD

Heating and cook stoves, ranges.
and stove repairs.
May and Hlle,
HANDSOME NEW CURTAIN
Bridge street across from Brown
INSTALLED AT DUNCAN
Trading Co.

Tim Slorb of Eko Davis
D.

cream

The Fraternal XJnion of Americi
will give their regular dance on
Wednesday nlghti November 17, at F.
B. hall. Music by John Crites and
Earnest Guerin. Admission, 15 centq.

Order via Phones Main 193 or 194

ttm

The Ladies' Guild will meet Tues
day afternoon af 2:30 with Mrs. B. T.
Mills, Eighth street

H

No Waste

the best at Nolette's barber

Got

I
aL;;
pFor aspsci
Few Days Only 1

.No Basting

"

Special reduction

"lift

Soj's and

Children's suits and overcoats.

GtFinZjD&riidrGfcfiianrj

MUNIS.
lings ta

Eat

25 Cast a Each

Las' Vegas

reenfiouses
PERRY ONION, lrop. Phone Main 276

M

Grcpnborger
Proprietor

